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Reagan to meet Shultz,
new secretary of state
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan summoned George
P. Shultz, the man he has chosen
to replace Alexander M. Haig Jr.
as secretary of state, to meet with
him today as administration officials stressed the continuity of
the president's foreign policy.
Reagan announced Haig's
resignation on Friday and
nominated Shultz to be the nation's top diplomat. Shultz is a
former Treasury secretary and
president of the Bechtel Group
Inc., an international construction
company.
Shultz was returning to
Washington from London, where
Reagan reached him Friday and
asked him to replace Haig, the
first departure from the Reagan
Cabinet.
Asked about his nomination,
Shultz told reporters in London,

chance ofrain
Today will be partly sunny
with a 40 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Highs will be in
the middle 80s with south winds
at five to 15 mph.
Tonight will be partly cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Light winds
will be from the south, with
lows near 70.
Sunday will be partly sunny
with a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Highs will be in
the mid to upper 80s, with south
winds at five to 15 mph.
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Lodger & Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.

"It has come as a pleasant surprise."
The Reagan-Shultz meeting was
to take place at Camp David, Md.,
where the president was spending
the weekend.
Senior administration aides said
that Haig, a 57-year-old former
four-star Army general, was leaving the Cabinet as the result of a
series of disputes with Reagan
and other key aides.
Haig said that when he took office as the 59th secretary of state,
he and Reagan "agreed that consistency, clarity and steadiness of
purpose" were essential to the
success of the nation's foreign
policy.
In his resignation letter,
delivered to Reagan Friday after
the secretary told the president on
Thursday that he would quit, Haig
said:
"In recent months, it has
become clear to me that the
foreign policy on which we embarked together was shifting from
that careful course which we had
laid out."
Some aides said that the latest
difference with Reagan and, particulary, with Defense Secretary
Caspar W. Weinberger, pushed
Haig into leaving.
That involved Reagan's decision to block the use of U.S.produced or licensed equipment in
the development of a 3,500-mile
pipeline to carry natural gas from
Siberia to Western Europe.
The United States opposes construction of the project, conten-

City school board
to meet Tuesday
The Murray Independent School
Board will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the board of education office.
Items on the agenda include
report of five-year plan to correct
minor deficiencies from the
evaluation by the state department and new accreditation standards, food service report, correspondence and personnel.

Last dayto file
lease approaches
The final day to file a lease on
dark fire-cured and air-cured
tobacco for the 1982 crop year will
be Thursday,July 1.
Leases can be filed in the
Calloway County ASCS office,
located in the Bel Air Shopping
Center. The office is open from
7:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m.

ding it could threaten Western
Europe's energy security and provide hard currency for the Soviet
military buildup.
Reagan originally sought to
block the construction in protest of
the military crackdown in Poland.
Last week, in a decision that
reportedly irritated Haig, the
president expanded the sanctions
against the Soviet Union on the
pipeline. Weinberger had sought
continuation of the sanctions.
NBC-TV said Friday night that
Haig tried to soften the pipeline
decision at a White House meeting
Thursday and was told by National Security adviser William
Clark,"This is a closed issue. The
decision has been made."
Haig then said he would have to
resign,the networksaid.
But while some people said the
pipeline decision was paramount,
others challenged the idea that
any one issue led Haig to quit. The
secretary had reportedly offered
his resignation several times
earlier, and,each time it was rejected.
One official said privately, "I
think the president had had
enough of it."
The official said that Haig had
been "miffed by slights" during
Reagan's trip to Europe earlier
this month, as well as by the
pipeline decision.
"I could sense it talking to him
in Europe," this aide said.
Neither Haig nor Reagan,
whose remarks were terse and
whose demeanors were stern,
referred to specific differences as
they appeared before television
cameras 90 minutes apart.
Reagan spoke first, in the White
House press briefing room, and
then Haig spoke in a State Department auditorium.

OLD FRIENDS — State Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber (right) made a special visit
to Murray Friday night to pay tribute to Charles Lassiter, who retired this year from the Calloway County
school system after 37 years: Both men served in the state General Assembly together. Friends and current
and past school officials were in attendance at a retirement recognition dinner in Lassiter's honor.

Reagan vetoes spending bill,
wants more congressional cuts
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — By vetoing two separate emergency
spending bills, President Reagan
is insisting that Congress keep
cutting money for some federal
programs and agencies.

Allies silent on Haig
By The Associated Press
Surprise and puzzlement swept
across Capitol Hill as members of
Congress voiced concern over
what may have precipitated
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr.'s sudden resignation.
At the same time, European
allies were cautiously silent.
Senators and House members
strongly lauded Haig's Cabinet
performance and forecast that
George P. Shultz would win easy
Senate confirmation as Haig's
successor.
Neither Haig nor President
Reagan, who made the bombshell
announcement Friday afternoon,
offered any immediate explanation for the change.

This prompted some legislators
to speculate that Haig was the victim of a power struggle with se ior
White House advisers and Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger —
particularly over Israel's invasion
of Lebanon and U.S. efforts to
block construction of a Soviet gas
pipeline to Western Europe.
While U.S. allies were silent,
U.S. policy foes, including the
Soviet Union, saw the sudden
move as proof of fierce feuding
within the Reagan administration
over the Middle East and other
volatile issues.
The Soviet Union suggested
Haig resigned because of discord
within the Reagan administration
(Continued On Page 2)

Reagan cast his second veto in
two das Friday on a slimmeddown $5.9 billion measure designed to allow several federal agencies to continue operating for the
rest of the fiscal year that ends
Sept. 30.
The president complained the
bill was $1 billion too costly.
It contained money to keep student loans, food stamps, sewer
construction and dozens of other
programs in operation for the rest
of the summer.
On Thursday, the president
vetoed the first version of the
emergency spending bill. It was
basically the same as the second,
except for an extra $3 billion to
help low- and middle-income
families buy new homes.
A third Measure — awaiting
Senate action — could reach
Reagan by next week. Instead of
providing money to keep some
government programs running
until the end of the fiscal year, the
funds would last only through July
20.
This bill, a $4.5 billion fall-back
spending prooposal, was passed
by the House Thursday before the
start of the Fourth of July holiday.

That measure can be sent to the
Senate next week to complete congressional action.
Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said the
third version still contained $250
million more in spending than the
president wanted. Asked if
Reagan would sign it anyway, the
press spokesman replied:
"Probably, but not certain."
Various agencies apparently
had contingency plans drawn up
in case no measure was passed.
Speakes raised the possibility that
several agencies will have to
furlough employees a day or two
each pay period to keep functioning.
In a three-paragraph message
to the House after his most recent
veto Friday, Reagan said the
"American people need deeds, not
just promises, to be convinced
deficits will be reduced."
Among the items Speakes
described as "fat" in the second
bill were $331 million more than
the administration wanted for
employment training; $348 million
too much for the Department of
Housing and Urban Developing;
and $103 million too much for
highway programs.

Comic shop offers unique merchandise

STAND-UP COMIC — Bob Ross,owner of Bob's Comic Shop,looks
over some of his merchandise during a break in business. The unique
little shop has been in operation since April I.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock

-

By DUANE SPURLOCK
Staff Writer
Most people will agree that success is on its way if you can offer
something unique for everyone
around you.
If that is the case, Bob Ross
believes he has a success.
Ross owns and operates Bob's
Comic Shop, 100 North Sixth St.
The small shop is a cornucopia of
printed fantasy and fun. Racks of
books, stacks of comics and
magazines and boxes of baseball
cards control the floor space,
while the walls are covered with
movie posters, old comic book
covers and newsletters announcing upcoming publications.
A stop into the store can often
find a group discussing movies
and books or huddled around a
"wargame" — a recreation of a
situation leading up to an actual,
historical battle with the players
using their own strategies to reach
battle's end, which is often quite
different from its historical precedent.
Ross'shop opened April 1 of this
year. "The date was sort of appropriate," he said, grinning.
Since that time, his business has
increased rapidly.
"In April I sold about 500 comics," he said. Ross sold More than
1,100 comics during May, and has
already passed that mark for
June.

Most of the comics sold are not quickly, sometimes all his copies
new releases, but used issues on their day of delivery. A title's
which may be as much as 20 years popularity often depends upon not
old and which can bring prices far only the quality of its production,
exceeding their original cover but the creative team which puts
price — perhaps up to $5 or $10. it together each month — certain
Consider that, knowing the writers and artists receive great
original price might have been 12 fan acclaim nationally.
Ross, 30, came to Murray
or 15 cents.
Some of the new issues are big . years ago from St. Louis. For the
sellers as well. Particular titles — past eight years he worked for
Fantastic Four, Daredevil, Teen Brooks Bus Line, the last four of
Titans and X-Men — sell very which he served as station

manager in Paris. He had been
kicking around the idea of opening
the comic shop — or else a hobby
shop -- "for the last couple of
years." Finally Ross told his wife
he had decided to quit and start
the shop.
His interest in comics grew
from collecting old paperbacks
books from the late 1940s and
1950s, which are slowly becoming
as popular a collectible as comics
and baseball cards. Then he began
to encounter comic books, and
was attracted by the ability of
some of the artists. "A lot of times
I'm more interested in the covers
than in the books themselves or
their stories."
Ross customers range in age
from grade-school students to people in their 30s. Most are about 2530, however.
"Comics aren't kid stuff
anymore." Ross said, which
seems to be verified by a variety
of factors. National conventions
attract thousands of fans from
across the country, offering them
the chance to meet the professional artists, writers and editors
who create the books. Executives
of the publishing firms have offices in California, promoting
their characters for movies,
television and other productions
' — Superman, starring
Christopher Reeve and Margot
(Continued On Page 2)
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Astronauts in final training
before Sunday shuttle liftoff
•

THEY'RE SWOONING IN SWEET APPLE as teen idol Conrad Birdie comes to visit. Conrad (Rick Kupchella) and the rest of the cast of "Bye Bye Birdie" will perform for the last time at 8 p.m. tonight in the
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's Playhouse in the Park. Near-capacity crowds saw the
musical comedy last weekend, so Playhouse officials are recommending advance reservations. Further information is available at the Playhouse box office or by calling 752-1752.
Photo by Hal Rice

Democrats discuss Haig,invasion

By HARRY ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— Ken Mattingly and Hank Hartsfield, military pilots turned
astronauts, left an early wakeup
call today to squeeze in final training for their seven-day flight
aboard America's space shuttle.
Columbia's fourth and last test
mission is scheduled to begin Sunday at 11 a.m. EDT. It will inaugurate the nation's manned
Military operations in orbit by
carrying a top secret Pentagon
payload of sensors.
The countdown, characterized
as "exceedingly smooth" by
NASA test director Stan Gross,
was to go into a planned hold from
3:45 p.m. today to 12:25 a.m. Sunday, when preparations will begin
for loading the ship's volatile
fuels.
Today, the astronauts were
scheduled to get up with the first
morning light, eat breakfast, then
climb into airplanes specially
modified to handle and feel like
the shuttle on its approach for landings. After practice, the
astronauts planned a pilot's preflight walkaround on the launch
pad.
During the night, pad crews installed the last of the scientific
gear to be carried aloft by Columbia, then closed the 60-foot cargo
bay doors.
Mattingly, commander of the
flight, is a Navy captain who flew
in space as command module pilot
of Apollo 16 in 1972. He has been an
astronaut since 1966. Hartsfield,
an astronaut since 1969, retired
from the Air Force in 1977 after 22
years of service.
On Friday, Mattingly and Hartsfield flew around thunderstorms
en roate to the cape from the
Houston training center — a
dramatic reminder of the quickchanging weather that seems to
make every launch a cliffhanger.
Forecasters said they expect
the storm front to move through
the area, and that weather conditions should be adequate by

ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM C
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MAIN PROPULSION (See section 2)0

One forward module two atl pods

Three engines
Thrust level - 2 100 COO (14•NtOnS (470 000 Pcunds)
vacuum eacn
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The propulsion systems of the Space Shuttle consist of the three main snaky's. the Solid
Rocket Boosters, and the External Tank (see section 2)and the orbital maneuvering and
reaction control systems The main engines and the boosters provide the thrust lor the launch
Phase ol the mission The orbital maneuvering system thrusts the Orbiter into orbit and
Provides the thrust to transfer from one orbit to another, to rendezvous with another
sOacecraft. and to deorbit The reactlOrt control system provides the power needed to change
speed in orbit and to change the attttude (pitch, roll, or yaw)of the Orbiter when the vehicle is
above 21 000 meters (70 000'set)

launch time Sunday.
If all goes as scheduled, Columbia will land on Rogers Dry Lake
at Edwards Air Force Base in
California on July 4 to be greeted
on America's 206th birthday by
President Reagan. The reusable
spacecraft starts this journey with
201 orbits and 5,234,280 miles on its
odometer.
For the first time in America's
space history, the astronauts will
conduct military experiments in
space, operating a Defense

endorse "a mutual and verifiable
freeze on the testing, production,
and deployment of nuclear
warheads, missiles and other
delivery systems."

Reaction...

Tobacco board okays research funds

Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker, who talked to Haig shortly
before the announcement, said
Haig resigned because of
unspecified "policy
disagreements with the administration."
Baker, interviewed in Chattanooga, Tenn., indicated he knew

Comic

(Continued From Page 1)
the specific points in dispute that
led to Haig's departure, but he
refused to discuss them.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., a
member of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, said he was
worried because Shultz's
employer, the Bechtel Group, has
"major business ties with Saudi
Arabia, a sworn enemy of Israel."
This issue will be raised, he
said, when the committee considers the Shultz nomination, probably soon after Congress returns
July 12 from a Fourth of July
recess.

op...

Kidder, was one of the top boxoffice draws the year of its
release. Within the past year, a
Paris museum sponsored an exhibition of original comic book art
by Neal Adams, an American
comic artist who was considered
an innovator in the field during the
late 1960s and 1970s.
The storylines have also changed from the usual -good guy beats
bad guy and gets beautiful girl."
Popular titles such as X-Men.
Daredevil and Teen Titans explore "real-life" situations such
as the atihuisition of power too
great to handle, politics, responsibility, the reality of and reactions to death and drug addiction
and the existence of good and evil
within everyone
What are comics' appeal to so
large an audience/ Ross said,
"That's hard to say — you can't
really pin it down to one thing."
He suggested the appeal was
similar to that of television shows

— people become interested in the
storyline of continuing
characters, or get caught up in the
situations.
Ross said he has about 50-60
regulac customers, about a dozen
ot those being consistent quantity
buyers, purchasing about 10
copies of a single issue for investment purposes.
"And people always come in
asking 'Where's the new stuff?"
Ross said. "They can't wait until a
new shipment comes in. If I
relocate, I think I'll change the
name — to 'Great Stuff', or
something like that.•'
Ross said in the future he would
like more room, and would offer
more merchandise of a non-comic
sort, such as wargames and fantasy games and science-fiction
books and related products.
Ross considers his venture a
success — building a business
from the 'stuff' of which dreams
are made.
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federalism, helping the poor, and
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
agriculture.
AP Political Writer
But the panel certain to attract
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Secretary of State Alexander M. the most attention was the foreign
Haig Jr.'s resignation and the policy group, which had before it a
Israeli invasion of Lebanon are proposed resolution that would put
rivaling criticism of President the party on record as saying "the
Reagan as the leadings topics of current situation in Lebanon
discussion at the Democratic Par- presents an opportunity for the
reunification and restoration of
ty's national conference.
Sen. Paul Tsongas, chairman of Lebanese sovereignty and inthe conference's foreign policy dependence, free from any form
panel, said he would bring up the of foreign occupation."
Thomas Dine, executive direcHaig resignation at the group's
tor of the American-Israel Public
meeting today.
The Massachusetts senator, one Affairs Committee, said Friday
of two members of the Senate that the statement had the support
Foreign Relations Committee to of all the potential Democratic
vote against Haig's confirmation presidential candidates.
But several of those candidates
as secretary of state, called his
resignation -troubling. It sug- denied they had seen the stategests a foreign policy cast adrift. ment or endorsed it.
Tsongas said he expected the
It suggests a presidential vacuum
in foreign affairs that can only be statement on Lebanon to be approved. He said there might be
destabilizing."
The schedule for the second day "some tinkering- with the
of the conference included language but he doubted conmeetings by each of seven com- ference participants wanted to get
mittees to discuss party positions into a divisive battle over the
on issues ranging from defense details.
Another issue before the foreign
and foreign policy, the economy,
the environment. crime-. -policy panel was the proposal to

over the Middle East crisis. Tass
said "contradictions within the
U.S. administration became further aggravated" after "Reagan
decided to give the green light to
the Israeli assault of west Beirut."_

ope tants

Department payload that consists
of sensors being tested for future
surveillance satellites. They also
have a full schedule of scientific
experiments.
The shuttle itself will be tested
one last time before it is declared
operational and thus able to earn
back some of its costs. Parts of the
spacecraft will be exposed for
long periods to the searing heat of
the sun and then the numbing cold
of space to see how they react to
the temperature extremes.

Lebanese families
pack up belongings,
look for safer areas
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Hundreds of Lebanese families, skeptical of the new U.S.-arranged
cease-fire between Israeli invaders and PLO guerrillas, packed their belongings onto cars and
trucks today and fled warravaged west Beirut for safer
areas.
"It is all quiet on all fronts," the
pro-Palestinian Voice of Arab
Lebanon radio said today, after
FIELD FIRE — The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad, assisted by the forestry department, responded
the guns had remained silent for
to a field fire Friday afternoon in the Martin's Chapel Church area behind Canterbury. About 10 acres were
more than 12 hours.
burned. Cause has not yet been determined. Firefighters were on the scene about two hours. One firefighter
At the United Nations, meanwas treated at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for minor burns on his arms.
while, the United States vetoed a
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
French-sponsored Security Council resolution calling on Israel to
pull back its troops six miles from
the Lebanese capital and for the
guerrillas to withdraw with their
weapons "to existing camps."
The council's 14 other members
supported the resolution. U.S.
Among the new research pro- delegates objected to it because it
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
Dr. Layten Davis, acting direcfailed to link an Israeli disengageKentucky Tobacco Research tor of the institute, told board jects approved by the board were:
—A study of the potential effects ment with the guerrillas laying
Board has approved about $1.5 members on Friday that the U.S.
million in new and continuing sales-weighted average for tar in on fetal brain datrelopment and down their arms.
The cease-fire, mediated by
research projects, as well as the cigarettes was down to 13.6 hormone release if nicotine is in-•
troduced during pregnancy or lac- U.S. presidential envoy Philip C.
development of a new low-tar milligrams last year.
"reference cigarette" for use by
The board approved a 1982-83 tation. The research will be con- Habib, went into effect at 9 p.m.(3
researchers worldwide.
fiscal year budget of $6.6 million, ducted on laboratory rats by Dr. p.m. EDT) Friday. It coincided
The research projects were which includes about $3.9 million Lawrence Carr of the University with the resignation in
recommended for approval by the From a dedicated tax on cigarettes of Louisville pharmacology Washington of Secretary of State
department at a cost of $42,742.
Alexander M.Haig Jr.
University of Kentucky's Tobacco sold in Kentucky.
and Health Research Institute.
Several will be undertaken by
investigators from the University
of Louisville.
Philip Morris Inc. of Richmond,
Va., submitted the low bid for
manufacturing the new reference
cigarette, designed to conform
more closely to the tar and
nicotine levels of today's popular
brands.
The reference cigarettes are used as a standard by which to compare results of tobacco research.
About 23 million cigarettes will
be produced under the contract at
a cost of $11.35 per thousand, for a
total cost of about $263,000.
The new cigarette was
developed jointly by the National
Cancer Institute, the Agriculture
Research Service of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and
UK's Tobacco Institute.
The UK institute will buy 10
million of the cigarettes. NCI and
ABS will buy 13 million, and the
remainder will be sold to cigarette
research laboratories around the
world.
Thtinew reference cigarette will
BUICK IS BACK — I. Wells Purdom Jr., local General Motors automobile dealer, has been selected as the
be filtered, will be 30 millimeters
of the Buick Motor Division. Forthwith, he has put himself in the position of providing a product to
franchisee
long and will contain an average
the people of Murray and the surrounding area that has not had local representation for the past two decades.
of 11 milligrams of tar.
Mrs. R. Adele Kupchella, a local insurance agent with Fidelity Union Insurance Company,received the keys
The first reference cigarette,
to
the first new Buick delivered by Purdom Motors, Inc. Jim Suitor (left), sales representative, and Bob
1969,
contained
developed at UK in
sales manager,extend congratulations.
Blake,
about 29 milligrams of tar.
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southern seen

With
evidence
As if to commemorate the 10th anniversary of
Watergate, the Washington Post reported that it
was not only the FBI that withheld significant
evidence last year of Labor Secretary Raymond
Donovan's possible underworld connections. The
FBI had passed that evidence on to the White House
on the first day of Donovan's Senate confirmation
hearing and neither gave the information to the
Senate. Had no one learned anything about coverups?
Donovan's name,it is now coming out, had turned
up in several different FBI investigations of
organized crime. Interviews with informants had
corroborated the stories about him. But when
originally questioned by the Senate, the FBI implied it had no such information, and the White
House did nothing to dispel the misimpression. As
should have been predictable, the result of this lack
of honesty is that now, with more and more
evidence leaking out, it makes not only Donovan's
actions look suspicious. The administration and the
FBI have tainted themselves in the Donovan affair.
Since a special prosecutor was appointed to investigate the Donovan case, the aura of suspicion
around the labor secretary has thickened,
culminating when a witness the special prosecutor
had been questioning was found murdered and stuffed in the trunk of a car in New York. Although this
man was a part of the underworld, which could easily have had reasons to silenct him that are entirely
unrelated to the bonovanu case, the murder still
cast a stench — over the FBI and the White House
— that could have been avoided if either had been
forthright in the first place. The firing of Donovan is
only the first of several changes in administration
behavior that are now called for.
(Reprinted by Permission of The Sacramento
Bee)

Haitians:
non-refugees
Since last summer, more than 2,000 Hatian
refugees have been detained in a half-dozen
federal facilities pending disposition of their applications for residence in this country. Their incarceration is defended by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service on the ground that they
are merely illegal aliens, not political refugees
as is the case, for example, with many refugees
from Poland and Nicaragua who have been
40
released pending final resolution of their cases.
How the government can state categorically
that the Haitians — who are black and come
from a country nominally friendly to the United
States — are not entitled to be treated as political
refugees is puzzling, since their status has yet to
be decided by a judicial machinery that hardly
has moved. What is worse, though, is that the
refugees are being kept in what amounts to concentration camps, separated in many instances
from their spouses and condemned to indefinite
confinement already longer than many convicted felons must endure.
Civil liberties groups have filed a civil suit in
Miami federal district court demanding release
of the Haitians into the custody of organizations
willing to be responsible for them, something
that should have been done months ago. A decision is expected imminently.
Whatever that decision turns out to be, it will
not begin to solve the long-term problem of dealing with illegal immigrants. Neither will the
Simpson-Mazzoli bill now making its way
through Congress. The latter will bring needed
reform to many aspects of immigration law, but
will not resolve the humanitarian question of
what to do about illegal immigrants fleeing
political repression or abject poverty.
Clearly this country cannot afford, in any
sense of the word, to accept every disadvantaged
person seeking a better life. But the least we
should do is provide a swift and fair judicial
framework to dispose of applications for asylum
that both adheres to our own laws and protects
the human rights of all those who arrive, in
whatever fashion, on our shores.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
Bee)
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by lorry mcgehee

Dogpaddling against the river of time:
prize-winning author disappears in current
Where the Tennessee River flows
north out of Alabama, touching
Mississippi at Shiloh National Park
and moving on to divide Middle and
West Tennessee, it passes the little
town of Clifton, one of those little
river-port communities of a few hundred people where time has seemed
to doze.
There, a century ago, Thomas S.
Stribling was born. And a halfcentury ago, Stribling won the
Pulitzer Prize for fiction. Today,
whole generations of school children
probably have never heard of Clifton
nor of Stribling.
What Stribling did in his day,
however, was somewhat revolutionary, and Stribling deserves more
attention than an occasional obscure
footnote in an American literature
textbook.
Years before William Faulkner
shocked the leaves off his Mississippi
neighbors' magnolia blossoms,
Stribling was already publishing
short stories and novels set in the
South that completely challenged the
old molasses-and-roses plots of
southern literature.
Before Faulkner was describing
the Compsons and the Snopes, Stribling was writing about the Vaidens
and Catlins.
By the time he died in 1965, Stribling had published over a dozen
novels, of which seven were about the
South. One was a Book-of-the-Month
Club selection, two were Literary
Guild selections, and another was the
first book by an American selected
by the English Book League.
As for his short stories, getting an

accurate count or list of them seems
impossible. Amazingly, his first one
to be published was written when he
was only twelve. For one period of his
youth he wrote Sunday-school
stories, and in his latter years he
published detective stories.
With Clifton as a home base, he
spent a good deal of time on the road.
While young, he stayed with his
grandparents near Florence,
Alabama, and Florence figures in his
books quite prom inantly.
He had a year of college at the
defunct Huntingdon (Tenn.)
Southern Normal University, quit to
be a censustaker and then a
newspaper editor (at age 19) and to
clerk in a law office, went to Florence
Normal School (now Northern
Alabama University) a year (and
graduated), and then went to the
University of Alabama Law School in
Tuscaloosa, teaching school on the
side to pay his way. Back in
Florence, he practiced law a year
under former Alabama Governor
Emmett O'Neal, who caught him
writing stories instead of trial briefs.
He wrote in Nashville, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Cuba, Europe, South
America, Chattanooga, Washington
(D.C.), New York City, Gloucester
(Mass.), and Florida — pretty much
in that order, if you insert Clifton between most of these places. At age 49,
Stribling stopped in Clifton long
enough to marry a Clifton girl, Miss
Lou Ella Kloss.
He wrote about life as he saw it, but
to a society used to its fiction laced
with mint and to its bourbon laced
with sugar and water, what Stribling

saw was terrifying. If one recalls how
Faulkner's early novels were branded as "Gothic" and condemned as
obsessions with taboo topics, one can
easily understand how Stribling's
treatments of race, class, religion,
evolution, planters, hill people,
women's rights, and Chambers of
Commerce, must have excited the
region and incited criticism.
He did not preach in his books. In
fact, there is a fatalism about them
that leads one to think he is merely
describing the invisible hand of "survival of the fittest," which is
something like the eternal progress
and power of the river. By contrast to
the self-imposed optimism among
southern writers before Stribling, he
must have appeared foolhearty and
cynical. He was, however, really being rather accurate and very
courageous in describing things as
his family had lived them.
Writing about, for instances, the
Tennessee -Monkey Trial" or
Alabama's Scottsboro Trial soon
after they happened was not the way
to win friends down home in those
days. The subject matter was too
sensitive and meeting it in thinlyveiled fiction was too unexpected.
Next to Stribling, Grace Metalious
was a novice when she exposed
Peyton Place years later.
But he was a realist, and the real
shock in his work was the shock of
recognition — scenes and dialect
from real life that were the common
stock of everyone in that part of the
South in those days. As Robert Penn
Warren describes the process in one
of his recent poems, it's like tiptoeing

„. .

through a dark house with a poker to
catch an intruder, only to come suddenly and terrifyingly upon your own
image in the bathroom mirror. What
was there was something always
there, but never confronted before.
The shock themes of his best three
novels — a trilogy named The Forge,
The Store, and The Unfinished
Cathedral — received more attention
than they would today. What endures
after the shocks is his sense of the
flow of history, the chain of effects
caused by the old King Cotton and his
attendant lords being dethroned by
the Civil War. By following representative families through these three
works, one gets a feel for the variety
of efforts tried in escaping from
defeat and for the tragic flaws in any
human efforts to escape environment.
The raw material Stribling used
was too close at hand and rubbed too
many raw nerves in the tense days of
the 1920's and 1930's. But the
message itself, melted down from its
material, is just as relevant now as
then, and probably more acceptable.
This forgotten writer deserves a
rediscovery today.
For what Stribling learned in Clifton and Florence was how little control people have over their lives, how
influenced they are by accidents and
coincidences, and by time and place,
and how often the human will loses
when it has these unseen forces to
overcome. But he learned, too, that
the way to overcome our accidents is
to face them. One swims in the river,
or one drowns.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
It has become almost trite to say
that Americans are (or at least have
a heritage of being) self-reliant. It
was the famous American
philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson
(1803-1882) who contributed to this
belief then he wrote that "whoso
would be a man, most be a noncomformist....Nothing is at last
sacred but the integrity of your own
mind."
Emerson's essay on "SelfReliance" also contained these bold
words:
Good and bad are but names
very readily transferable to
that or this; the only right is
what is after my constitution;
the only wrong what is against
it...1 am ashamed to think how
easily we capitulate to badges
and names, to large societies
and dead institutions.
He could only write these words
because he believed that, in the final
analysis, man and the universe were
both good; he was not a Calvinist.
And if we capitulate to "badges
and names, large societies and dead
institutions" over a century ago, how
much more so do we today??
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looking back into days of Murray's past
Ten years ago
A brief shower today with .07 inch
recorded was the first precipitation
in the month of June and the first
rainfall since May 30, according to
John Ed Scott, local weather
observer.
Lt. Col. Roy C. Starks was
recognized for 28 years of active
reserve duty with U.S. Air Force at
Kentucky Summer 1.11AF Academy
Liaison Officer Conference at Lake
Barkley Lodge June 17 and 18.
Phillip Steven Livers, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Livers, has enlisted
in Army Delayed Program. He is a
1970 graduate of Murray High School.
Twenty years ago
Army PFC James C. Dowdy,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dowdy,
recently participated in Operation
New Off-Shore Exercise 34 on
western coast of France.
Deaths reported include J.E.
Quinn.
Installed as officers of Murray
Lions Club at Ladies Night Dinner at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church were Bethel
Richardson, C.C. Lowry, James D.
Clopton, Rob Ray, James Rogers,
Bob Melugin, James Thurmond,
W.B. McCuiston and Z.C. Enix
Thirty years ago
Sgt. John Boggess, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H.H. Boggess, is serving with
the Fifth Regimental Combat Team
in Korea.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Marie Elizabeth Daniels,92.
Murray Theatre, directed by W.J.
Robertson, professor of drama at
Murray State College, opened last

night with the production of "Papa Is
All" with Dr. C.S. Lowry playing the
role of Papa at Kentucky Dam State
Park.
Forty years ago
It is estimated 576 young men,ages
18 to 20 inclusive, will register in
Calloway County in the Fifth Selective Service registration on June 30.
Prentice L. Lassiter will begin his
duties as superintendent of Calloway
County Schools on July 1. He succeeds T.C. Arnett.
Deaths reported include Thomas
H. Haley,71.
Eight weeks of glider pilot service
will be available this summer at
Murray State College to men between 18 and 37, according to Dr.
James H. Richmond, MSC president.
Marriages announced include
Mary Callis to Wade Graham on June
17, Myrtle Parks to Joseph R. Jones
on June 17, Mary Belle Moore to
Codie Eugene Jones on June 24, and
Frances Brandon to Tremon (Ace)
McReynolds on June 21.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Blackwood on
June 21, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Causey on June 16, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Jones on June 21, a

girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Outland on
June 22, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Bynum on June 17.
The Steele Brothers, Callie and
Lowell, have announced Grand Ole
Oprey Stars from WSM, Nashville,
will head the list of radio performers
at July 4th celebration at Pine Bluff.
C.L. Francis is serving as minister
of Murray Church of Christ.
Fifty years ago
The new postal rate of three cents
instead of two cents on first class
mail recently authorized by Congress
will become effective on July 6. according to W.L. Whitnell,
postmaster, and Max B. Hurt, assistant postmaster, Murray.
Deaths reported in past two weeks
include William D. Halls, 69, Mrs.
Glenn Ford, Mrs. Mary Holland, 71,
William ( Bill) Henry Bailey, James
Albert Melsa, 3, Mrs. Mary Frances
Parks, 75, Mrs. J.M. Farris, 63, and
Herschel Lee Robinson, infant son.
A.O. Woods was named as city
engineer by Murray City Council.
Holman Jones, county sanitary inspector, said about 60 wells at the
Calloway County schools to open in
July will be chlorinated.
Marriages announced include

today in history
Five years ago: A fire at the Maury
County Jail in Columbia, Tenn., left
42 people dead.
One year ago: A Justice Department spokesman said it was likely
that deportation proceedings would
be brought against Unification
Church leader Sun Myung Moon for

.
.00rtyr-ota;r4

violation.of U.S. immigration laws.
Today's birthday: Writer Colin
Wilson is 51 years old.
Thought For today: The United
Nations was set up not to get us to
heaven, but only to save us from hell.
— Sir Winston Churchill, British
statesman (1874-1965).
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Charlotte Kirk to Wi)1 Higgins
Whitnell on June 7.
Dr. R.T. Wells is attending a
meeting of presidents of state colleges of Kentucky being conducted at
Frankfort.
Wells Purdom is manager of The
Model Cleaners in Murray.
Fresh eggs are listed as selling for
25 cents for three dozen in ad for UTote-Em.
Showing at Capitol Theatre is
Greta Garbo in As You Desire Me"
with Melvyn Douglas.
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Irma La Follette
presented the program at
the breakfast meeting of
the Alice Waters Circle of
First United Methodist
Church on June 8 at
Boston Tea Party.
Mrs. La Follette
reported on the Assembly
of United Methodist
Women at Philadelphia,
Pa. She also discussed
the threat of a nuclear
war stressing the
frightening aspects of
such an event. She stressed how important it is
"for us to all love one
another — not hate each
other — all over the
world."
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presided. Anna Stabler
asked the blessing. AnNOW AVAILABLE IN
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Commercial Design combines space utilization, tasteful decor
Space utilization with
tasteful decor is the net
result of Commercial
Design, a division of
McKeown, Inc., of
Paducah, which emphasizes office function
and appearance.
McKeown named Murray native Nancy Jones
to head the division. Nancy attended Murray State
University and is a
graduate of the Professional Atlanta School of
Interior Design.
Nancy spent a summer
in England studying the
architecture as part of
her career training. She
also established sources
and contacts. Her apprenticeship was with
Strassel Co., (Decorations, Cabinet Makers
and Importers of
Louisville.)
Nancy, the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Conrad H.
Jones, is an associate
member of American
Society of Interior Design
(ASID).
Since joining
Commercial Design,
Nancy was in charge of
McKeown's portion of the

Citizen's Bank expansion
in downtown Paducah.
Some of her other projects include Lourdes
Hospital physical therapy
department and patient
rooms, Kentucky Oaks
Mall branch of People's
Bank of Paducah and law
office for Denton-Keuler
and McMurryLivingston. She coordinated a major remodeling of business office of
The Paducah Sun and interior design of the Murray Ledger & Times.
Nancy is under a design
consultant contract with
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Commercial Design is
a participating member
of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce and an active part
of the business community.
Last fall, Mayfield
native Kent McClain joined Commercial Design in
a sales capacity. Since
then, he and Nancy have
collaborated to offer
design services and space
planning on numerous
projects.

Nancy Jones
"The impact of the professional designer has
become dramatically apparent in contact (commercial) installations,"
Nancy said. "It reflects a
change in attitude toward
our profession.
Businessmen, doctors
and attorneys are
recognizing the importance of good interior
design as a success and
efficiency factor. The
problem is not just to procure furniture, but to
assure that their office
meets its purpose,
whether that purpose is to
create an attractive

Advice offered to businesses
"Even small
businesses pay many
bills each month.
Because of the volume of
the bills, a business may
happen to mistakenly pay
an unauthorized or
'phony invoice'," said Attorney General Steven L.
Beshear. "A phony invoice is a bill for services
or supplies which have
not been received, or a
solicitation which looks to
be an invoice."
Solicitations which appear to be invoices often
arrive after a. representative of the billing company calls a business
after asking questions
about the business' supplies and accounting procedures. Many times the

company representative
will misrepresent the
company for whom he
works; pretending to
represent a company that
the business has dealt
with before. Any solicitation which could be
mistaken for an invoice is
required to have the
words "This is not a bill"
printed on its face in easily readable type.
Most phony invoices
charge for services or
supplies which were
never authorized or
delivered. Larger
businesses with separate
accounting departments
are particularly susceptible to this kind of deception. Close communications between receiving

and accounting departments is necessary to
avoid being taken by
phony billing schemes.
Before paying a
suspicious bill, compare
it to the purchase order
for that merchandise and
check each invoice for
proper signature, type of
product, number of units,
price per unit, total cost,
and the date of delivery.
If the invoice does not
contain the correct information or say "This is
not a bill," report the
company to the Attorney
General's Consumer Protection Division, or to the
Federal Inspection Service in Cincinnati, Ohio
45201, and they will investigate the matter.

public image — as in a
hotel, restaurant or lobby
area — to enhance the efficiency and comfort of
employees, to increase
work productivity by
space planning or a combination of these purposes."
Nancy stressed that executives in today's
business world are more
aware that a business environment must work
both physically and
psychologically. Traffic
patterns, furniture arranagement, proper
lighting and work surfaces, window
treatments, graphic and
art work are related
elements of the overall
design. A professional
designer understands
how human beings relate
to these factors and is
qualified to cope with the
separate pieces to produce an total design for
that business.
On remodeling projects, the designer may
supervise the job and do
the space planning, with
or without architectual
consultation. On new construction, the designer
almost always collaborates with an architect. The designer is
called in during early
phases of the project to
help with important decisions and planning,
rather than just to select
colors and fabrics.
"Since planning of offices begins when the
decision is made to build
or remodel, it just makes
sense to call us right then
for a space study," Nancy said. "It's amazing

Stokes Tractor
now dealer for
Wheel Horse

how many times I've
been asked to fit a desk,
credenza,sofa, end tables
and side chairs into an
IWO office after it's
already built. These problems are avoided when
we are called early
enough to offer meaningful input and advice.
Usually the architect
welcomes this approach,
especially if he is confident of the design firm's
professionalism. Architects recognize the interior as being, usually,
the most important
reason to build at all."
"We've always considered ourselves as innovators, leaders rather
than followers," Al
McKeown, president of
the company, said. "It's
our company philosophy.
For instance, we got into
electronic calculators
before any of the other
dealers in this area. That
established us as the
leader in that field and we
still are.
"We also have the
largest office furniture
showroom, our entire second floor. Since 1954, we
feel we've done more of
the really important jobs
than anyone else here.
Our most recent major
project, prior to the
Citizen's job, was the
Heublein facility, where
we supplied all the freestanding office furniture.
That included clerical
and executive areas, including the plant
manager's private office,
conference room, recep-

tion lobby and hospitality
suite. We also did all the
window treatments, the
sculptures, lamps and
other accessory and art
items. It was the biggest
and most prestigous job
we had done until that
time. Luckily, Heublein is
a big company, with their
own interior design people. So we were able able
to work with them and
with corporate purchasing for a highly successful installation.
"But there are many

smaller jobs, just as important to the client and
to our own professional
pride and reputation.
Another showpiece project was the new West
Branch of People's Bank
(of Paducah). Then there
were new offices for The
Riverport Authority and
Bailey Distributing.
While we're proud of
these jobs, we had to do
them without a designer's
assistance. We were
pushed to the limit of our
potential service without

a designer. We decided to
become more than just an
office furniture supplier.
We decided to become a
design firm," McKeown
added.
"We're not really
changing what we do,just
expanding on it. We'll
continue to sell the traditional products on which
our business was built —
typewriters, copiers,
calculators and office
supplies. We're just
responding to other
market needs as well."

COKE WINNER — Susan Hopkins spelled 'home run' with letters from CocaCola tops and won $2,000 from the Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Paducah. The wife of
Robert Hopkins,she is with her two sons Alan,9,and Derek,4.
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Stokes Tractor, In- a
100 lb. bag
lb. bag
dustrial Road, is now
Murray's Wheel Horse
tractor-lawn mower
dealer.
Keith Higgins said the
firm has been carrying
'epresenting
•
the national name brand •
E
•
American and International Traveltime
•
mowers since the first of •
•
•
•
•
May. When Massey •
Ferguson — the brand E••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
10 lb.
tractor handled by Stokcs •.
Tractor — canceled/As
line of lawn mowfrs,
Stokes' personnel wanted
to replace MF's mowers
with a good, reliable
brand and chose Wheel
Horse.
Higgins said Stokes will
be offering a complete
20 lb.
selection of Wheel Horse
parts and attachments,
full service on the
Ectrin Insecticide Cattle Ear Tag no flies keep
New-town dilemmas fade after a
mowers, and that he has
WELCOME WAGON call.
away, recommended by veternarians.
flies
had 14 years experience
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
working with mowers.
it's my job to help you make the most of
Stokes offers a variety
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
of models, from 8
Community opportunities. Special attrachorsepower to 19.5
tions. Lots of tips to save you time and
PURINA
money.
horsepower engines, and
family.
your
gifts
for
basket
of
Plus
a
CHOWS
32-inch cutting decks to
I'll be us ening for your call.
60-inch.
Customers interested
Murray, Ky.
Industrial Rd.
in purchasing a Wheel
Mary
Horse may ask for free
Ingeborg King
- """" •"
Hamilton
demonstrations of the
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst.
Asst.
mowers'abilities.
Hostess
492-8348
753-5570

Rex Dog

•
El Food
•▪ Marjorie and Bill Major .
•
•
•
753-0880
•
•
•
.
.
•
•
.
.
•

Kozy Kitten Co

Food 10

$14" $46°
Purina Cat

• "--,•-oir

(

Chow

$600

Getting
settled
made
simple.

$1175

Buchanan Feed
753-5378

eivmAijok

WHEEL HORSE DEALER — Stokes Tractor,Industrial Road,is now a dealer
for Wheel Horse tractor-lawn mowers.
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Too cool is
too costly
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Commercial Design
Stokes Tractor
Susan Hopkins
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WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
ELECTRIC COOP.CORP.
753-5012
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You can save money by setting your air-conditioner
at 78 degrees or higher. For every degree below 78,
you'll pay 7 percent more in cooling costs.
You can also help your air-conditioner run more
efficiently by making sure the filter is clean, closing
draperies on the sunny side of the house, and doing
heat-producing chores (cooking, washing, ironing,
etc.) during cooler parts of the day.
By following these tips, you'll keep cool and save
money, too.
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'Lightning'honored with trophy
t.

Murrayans claim three wins
in amateur fights at Jackson
JACKSON, Tenn. — If
you were one of the
millions who stayed home
to watch the Larry
Holmes-Gerry Cooney
replay on television, Friday night, you saw two
veteran bulldozers going
toe-to-toe for $10 millionplus apiece.
Had you been with the
Murray entourage making the southern swing to
Jackson, however, the
boxing was equally as
fierce with more at stake
than a pot of gold.
Eight members of the
Murray Trolice Boxing
Club attended the summer fight night at the
Bennett Community
Center. None had ever
fought before, none were
paid afterwards, and no
one carried away any
megabuck advertisement
offers. But all walked
away with experience —
something that will pay
off later for those who
stay with the sport.
Three of the five locals
who fought — 'Sugar'
Toby Bowker,'Lightning'
Rod Jones and Warren
'Bayou Bomber' Latimer
— scored enough points to
win their respective
bouts. The other two ...
well, there will be other
days, other fights.
"None of these guys
IMurrayans) have ever
been in the ring before,"
MPBC coach David
Rogers explained. "This
will give them some experience, take away
some of the rough edges
before we bring boxing to
Murray."
Bowker, a brash young
amateur — as are all of
the Murray boxers, battled Myron Merriweather
of the host Jackson Boxing Club in the night's
first bout. Aggressive
charges in the beginning
gave him an early point
edge and brought the
screaming Murray contingent to its' feet several
times.
Merriweather showed a
bit more boxing savvy in

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?
in touch with us, and
become the owner of a Montgomery Ward Sales Agency
With a line of over 100.000 items
to sell

Ge

the second round, but
Bowker's headlong style
had the taller Merriweather backed against
the ropes in the final
period. Bowker won by
decision.
Murray's 'Lightning'
Rod Jones put on the
most ferocious bout of the
14-fight evening, tearing
into Larry Hall of the
Memphis Police Club
with the furor of a young
lion.
Jones, an 18-year-old
and the only Murrayan
not in the junior division,
was shorter and lighter
than Hall but his youthful
exhuberance paid off.
The two scrapped
through a crowd-pleasing
first two rounds and the
vocal Murray supporters
were calling for a
favorable decision.
And despite the third
round, belonging solely to
Jones for his solid lefts
and right jab combinations, the judges awarded
the bout to Hall.
In a later check,
however, the judges had
incorrectly added their
scorecards. Jones was
awarded the decision and
earned the Sportsmanship trophy as well.
The third fight involved
Murrayan 'Wildman'
Randy Tidwell., in his
first boxing appearance,
against a 10-fight veteran
from the Jackson Boxing
Club, Marcus Hunt. The
bout was no contest as the
ring-wise Hunt leftjabbed Tidwell's nose to a
bleeding faucet. The fight
was called a mismatch
midway through the first
round.
Two eight-year-Olds
mixed it up in the fourth
bout — Warren Latimer,
son of Murray coach
Ricky Latimer, and
David Mayo of Youth
Town Club.
A stationary Mayo accepted rush after rush by
the determined Bayou
Bomber, fending him off
with his slight reach advantage each time.
However, Latimer reach-

ed him several times with
shoulder-force left jabs
and won a teary-eyed
triumph, his first win
ever.
Scott Deshield ended
Murray's final hopes for
a four-victory night by
losing a close decision to
Memphis' Timothy Ford.
The taller Ford, owning a
15-pound weight advantage, won the first two
rounds, but the final bell
ended with Deshield raining blows on the Memphian in the corner.
Deshield struck the
bewildered Ford
numerous times with

Bowker(bottom left) took a few hard knocks before
beating Myron Merriweather of Jackson Boxing
Club. (Bottom right) Scott Deshield had his
troubles with Memphis' Timothy Ford (dark shirt),
but finished with a flurry in a losing effort.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Everything's coming up mushrooms at Wimbledon
WIMBLEDON,
England (AP) — It's
rained so hard and so
long at Wimbledon this
week that mushrooms
have sprouted on No.9
Court, putting it out of action for the All-England
Lawn Tennis Championships.
Nature, it seems, has
turned its wrath on
Wimbledon, and with the
rain, a subway strike and
the absence of five of the
world's top-ranked men
players, everything's
coming up mushrooms.
Bimbi Holt, member of
the All-England Club

Management Committee,
says $260,000 has been
lost so far because attendance is down sharply
over previous years.
Fred Hoyles, the chief
referee, says the rain has
put Wimbledon 117 matches behind schedule.
However, he says, with
luck, the finals will still
be held Saturday and
Sunday,July 3-4.
Today's card — which
was to start two hours
early, at noon ( London
time; 7 a.m. EDT) — was
optimistically full,
featuring clashes between third-seeded Vitas

Gerulaitis and New
Zealander Bruce Derlin;
No.5 seed Johan Kriek
and Peter Elter; Gene
Mayer, the sixth seed,
and Brad Drewett; 11thranked Brian Teacher
and Australian Rod
Frawley.
On the women's side,
fourth-seeded Andrea
Jaeger faced Rosalyn
Fairbank of South
Africa; Bettina Bunge,
No.11, met Canada's
Marjorie Blackwood,
and, on Center Court,
Billie Jean King, in her
21st Wimbledon, was
challenged by South

African Tanya Harford.
In Friday's seven completed 'matches, there
was one upset — and
plenty of hilarity.
After a four-hour rain
delay during which Pam
Striver napped on the
locker room floor and
Kathy Rinaldi played
charades with top seed
Martina Navratilova and
veteran Virginia Wade,
14th-seeded Andrea
Leand of Brooklandvillo,
Md., was defeated by
Claudia Kohde, the tall
West German,7-5,6-2.
Navratilova, meanwhile, ousted her lanky

opponent, fellow
American Anne White, 61, 6-4, completing the
match as the day's first
sunshine burst through
the clouds.
Over on Center Court,
Rinaldi, the 15-year-old
sensation from Jensen
Beach, Fla., battled
fellow American Shriver
and a bee — and lost to
both.
Shriver rode her powerful serve and attacking
volley to a 6-4 triumph in
the first set. In the second, she raced to a 4-1
lead and was about to
serve in the sixth game

Keep Your Cool
in the Afternoon

Our unique Sales Agency Store
program offers an exciting opportunity to operate a business
of your own with a small investment, and also gives you the opportunity to take advantage of
the investment we've already
made, as well as over • century
of Catalog business experience
Once you become a Sales Agent,
you can use Wards name,
catalogs and credit SeU our
branded merchandise, and have
access to the 11111M systems, concepts and materials we use to
operate our company-owned
stores Best of all, your investment will probably be considerably less than would be required for a regular retail
business with similar sales
volurne

4

FIGHT NIGHT — (Above) Warren Latimer,
nicknamed 'Bayou Bomber,' reaches Youth Town's
David Mayo (top right) with a solid left. Latimer, of
the Murray Police Boxing Club, went on to win the
decision between the two eight-year-olds in
Jackson. Another Murray winner, 'Sugar' Toby

r-

Were looking for Sales Agents.
ambitious husband/wife teams
with an urge to break out on
their own And, we may have
just what you're looking for

,

body shots and jabs, yet
the points came too few,
too late.
Three other fighters attended the bouts but
weren't paired to fight —
Jay Thomas, Tony Locke
and Casey Kurth. According to Rogers, they'll
get their turns next time.
About 100 spectators
were on hand at the Bennett Center supporting
pugilists from Murray,
Oxford, Miss., Memphis,
Nashville and three
Jackson clubs.
D&W Auto Parts provided the Murray team's
travel expenses, Friday.

You can keep your afternoon cool and save
money on your cooling costs by doing "hot"
chores during cooler parts of the day.
Jobs that produce heat and moisture—
cooking, cleaning, washing, and drying—make
you hotter and cause your air-conditioner to
work harder removing this heat and moisture.
So save these jobs for after dark or early in
the morning.

If you are willing to accept
responsibility, in return for •
future in your own business,
we'd like to talk about your personal qualifications and give you
more details about ow plan
Write or phone today

Go easy on your air-conditioner, yourself, and
your electric bill by doing "hot" chores during
cooler parts of the day.

21111. Ilemps.ON 4526S
IhermAlls,
(513)712-S2ft
Larry 11•861•66

VE
II

Tv4 Murray Electric
System
7S3-5312

when a bee stung Rinaldi
on her left arm.
Play was interrupted
as Shriver removed the
stinger and applied ointment, supplied by a fan,
to Rinaldi's arm. When it
resumed, Shriver nailed
down a 6-4, 6-1 victory,
but not before narrowly
averting a fate similar to
Rinaldi's by swatting and

Paducah's Brown
wins state-am golf
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — For a time, it appeared that Jimmy
Brown was destined to
finish anywhere but first
in the Kentucky Men's
State Amateur golf championship.
But Brown fought off
several challengers with
a spate of birdies on the
closing holes, and then
reflected on the weeklong drama climaxed 1?y
Friday's three-shot Mktory.
"This one was the
sweetest," said the threetime state amateur
champion from Paducah.
"I was right under the
gun from the start. One
writer picked me to win it
before the tournament
started.
"And to win back-toback titles and do it wireto-wire makes it special."
Friday's final round of
the 72-hole tournament
was typical of Brown's
zig-zag dash to the trophy
room. When he made the
turn for the final nine
holes, Brown led by only
one shot over Nick Pearl
of Radcliffe and by two
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stomping on another bee.
None of the men saw
action Friday, but two
other women's seeds did.
Tenth-ranked Barbara
Potter of Woodbury,
Conn., ousted Kim
Steinmetz of St. Louis 6-2,
6-3 and Anne Smith of
Dallas eliminated
Australian Sue Leo,6-4, 64.

•^ •

over Howard Logan Jr. of
She
Then, on the 11th hole,
Brown sent his tee shot
into a ditch, and it appeared the title would be
up for grabs.
But Brown calmly put a
wedge shot about 20 feet
from the cup and two
putted to save his par.
He added birdies at
No.12, No.14 and No.15
and suddenly was three
shots ahead with but two
holes to play.
He finished the day
with a 71 for a total of 282,
6-under-par after four circuits of the Frankfort
Country Club course.
Logan finished at 285
after a closing 71 while
Pearl, also with a 71, settled for third at 286.
"I was nowhere close to
trouble until the 11th, and
I got a break there,"
Brown said. "When I got
in the ditch, I was left
with a great lie and very
little to worry about.. All
I had to do was catch the
ball solid."
Tim Philpot of Lexington, with a closing 75,
finished fourth at 289.
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Locals
attend
state
Olympics

Pirate pitchers dispell
rumors of bad batting
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
They'da done ol' Diz
proud.
In the early 1960s, even
as big Detroit left-hander
Hank Aguirre was going
2-for-3- two hits in three
years - Dizzy Dean was
badgering Pee Wee
Reese from across the
broadcast booth about the
hitting prowess of pitchers.
Friday night, the Pittsburgh Pirates' Don
Robinson and Rick
Rhoden dispelled any
questions of Dizzy's
veracity.
Robinson scattered
seven hits and slugged a
two-run homer in the
opener, and Rhoden
doubled twice, scored
twice and drove in a run
on top of claiming the victory in the nightcap as the
Pirates swept a
doubleheader from Montreal, 4-3 and 9-7.
In the opener, Dale
Ben-a was on second via
a single and an error
when Robinson came to
bat in the eighth inning.
Tanner ordered his pitcher to bunt, but when the
first attempt failed, the
bunt sign was removed.
"I wanted him to bunt
the runner over to third,
but after that one attempt, I took the bunt
sign off," said Pittsburgh
Manager Chuck Tanner
said. "I figured the way
Don swings the bat, he's
as capable as anyone of
getting the run in.,,
Robinson, who was hitting .333, said it was "only the second time in four
years I've tried to bunt."
Robinson improved his
record to 7-3 with the victory, his fourth without a
loss at Olympic Stadium
in Montreal. Tony Pena
had a pair of homers for
Pittsburgh in the opener.
Rhoden, 4-6, worked the
first six innings, and the
Pirates survived a fiverun Montreal ninth inning
that included a three-run
pinch homer by Al Oliver.
Pittsburgh scored five
runs in the seventh,
sparked by Willie
Stargell's two-run pinch
single.
Elsewhere in the National League,
Philadelpia swept a

doubleheader from New
York, 1-0 and 5-3, Atlanta
downed Cincinnati 5-2,
Houston got by Los
Angeles 7-5, San Diego
edged San Francisco 3-2
and Chicago defeated St.
Louis 5-3.
Phils 1-5, Mets 0-3
Four Philadelphia pitchers held New York to
nine hits total to make a
clean sweep of their
twinight doubleheader.
Dick Ruthven, 6-5, pitched a three-hitter in the
opener, outdueling Met
lefty Pete Falcone, and
the Mets managed just
six hits off three pitchers
in the nightcap.
Phillies reliever Ed
Fanner made his first
start since 1979 in the
nightcap, forced ito the
rotation for this fivegame, three-day series.
He worked 51-3 innings,
giving up four hits, for his
second victory in six decisions.
Philadelphia scored the
only run of the opener
when Bill Robinson drew
a two-out, bases-loaded
walk from Falcone in the
bottom of the ninth inning. In the second game,
George Vukovich's tworun double started the
Phillies on their way.
Braves 5, Reds 2
Phil Niekro took a
three-hit shutout into the
ninth inning, then got
last-out relief help from
Gene Garber to pitch the
Braves past Cincinnati.
Claudell Washington
drove in four of Atlanta's
five runs with a sacrifice
fly, a single and a two-run
double.
Niekro, 6-2, walked six,
including Johnny Bench
with one out in the ninth.
After another was out,
pinch-hitter Larry Blittner chased Niekro with
an RBI double. Al
Hrabosky relieved
Niekro, promptly
yielding a run-scoring
double by Eddie Milner,
but Garber put out the
fire by getting Ron Oester
to ground out for his 12th
save.
Astros 7, Dodgers 5
Houston snapped a 5-5
tie with two out in the
sixth inning on runscoring singles by Alan
Ashby and Tony Scott to

hand Los Angeles only its
third loss in 11 games.
With two out, Jose Cruz
doubled to start the
Houston sixth, and Ashby
drove in the first run with
a single. Phil Garner
followed with a walk, and
Ashby scored on Scott's
hit.
Mike LaCoss, 3-2, got
the victory with four innings of relief, and Bert
Roberge pitched the final
JUNIOR OLYMPIANS - Attending the
three innings for his first
Owensboro state Junior Olympic track meet today
save of the year and the
include (front row, from left) Jeanne Rule, Beth
Astros' first save since
Woodall, Pam Torsak, Mandi Miller, Kris Miller,
May 28.
Debbie Key, Terri Malcolm, Lisa Brannack, DeanPadres 3,Giants 2
na Garland, Kelly Jameson, Tina Jackson, second
Right-hander Juan
row, from left) Tim Torsak, Allen Jones, Richard
Eichelberger drove in the
winning run with a double
in the seventh inning and
picked up the victory as
San Diego edged San
Francisco. Eichelberger
worked six innings, taking a shower after pinchBy KEN RAPPOPORT
lengthy scoring drought
hitter Dave Bergman
AP Sports Writer
of late, came through
singled with one out in the
When owner George with 13 hits which includseventh. It was the sixth Steinbrenner makes ed two
doubles, a single
hit off Eichelberger, 6-8, noise, his New York and
two RBI by Oscar
and Gary Lucas worked Yankees usually do, too.
Gamble, and three
22-3 innings' of hitless
Given another of Stein- singles, a double and a
relief.
brenner's pep talks in a sacrifice fly by Dave WinSan Diego scored all its closed-door meeting Fri- field for his
first four-hit
runs in the seventh off day night, the slumping game as
a Yankee.
Bill Laskey - the first Yankees came alive and
Tommy John, 5-6, was
two on Joe Lefebvre's clobbered the Cleveland the winner
with ninthsingle and a grounder by Indians 11-3.
inning relief help from
Garry Templeton, and
"The talk did - it, all Dave LaRoche, scatterthe go-ahead run on an right," said Roy Smalley, ing seven
hits in eight innopposite-field double into who hit a grand slam ings. It
was the first victhe right-field corner by homer against the In- tory in exactly
one month
Eichelberger.
dians.
for the veteran leftMax Veneble hit his
Smalley also had a talk hander.
first homer for San Fran- with batting coach Joe
Meanwhile, the
cisco.
Pepitone that seemed to Yankees put the game
Cubs 5, Cardinals 3
help him personally, too.
away early, tagging
Jay Johnstone, releas"I talked with him Barker, 8-4, for three
ed by the Dodgers earlier before the game about runs in the
second inning
this season, belted a some technical stuff," he and five in the
third.
three-run homer, and said. "I hadn't been keepElsewhere in the
Ferguson Jenkins scat- ing my weight back American League,
it was
tered seven hits to give well."
Milwaukee 9, Boston 3;
Chicago its first victory
None of the Yankees Baltimore 5, Detroit 2;
this season over St. Louis. was willing to discuss the Oakland 6, Texas
2; SeatThe Cardinals now have meeting with Steinbren- tle 1, Chicago
0 and Kanlost three in a row.
ner, although relief star sas City 8, California 6 in
Johnstone's fifth homer Rich Gossage called it "a 10 innings. Rain postponof the season, in the very positive meeting. ed the Minnesot
a-Toronto
fourth inning, came off There was no ranting or game.
Joaquin Andujar and raving. It was pretty
Brewers 9, Red Sox 3
gave the Cubs a 3-0 lead.
much cut and dried,
Cecil Cooper and GorJenkins, 5-8, struck out although some very to- man Thomas each
hit
four, raising his lifetime the-point things were two-run homers
as
total to 3,026 in his 269th said. It was pretty much Milwaukee blasted
16 hits
career victory.
'let's get our act together to bury Boston. Cooper
Keith Hernandez drove and go."
also had a pair of singles
in two of St. Louis' runs
The Yankees, who had while driving in three
with a sacrifice fly and a been going through a runs and scoring
two.
single. The Cubs' Larry
Bowa had three singles
for his fourth straight
three-hit game.

American League

Noisy owner perks Yankees

Garrott's 42 stands as lowest
among MCC junior golf results
Results in Thursday's
play in the summer
junior golf program at
Murray Country Club
were:
Boys, 14 years and
older (9 holes): Jeff Garrott, 42, first; Kelly
Steeley, 44, second, and
David Dill, 47,third.
Boys, 12 through 13
years of age (9 holes):
Phillip Bryan, 51, first;
and Mark Whittaker, 59,
second.
Boys, 10 through 11
years of age (9 holes):
Bill Fandrich, 46, first;
Craig Schwettman,50, second; Jon Muehleman,
51, third; Mike Brock, 53,
fourth;
and
Todd
Seargent,54,fifth.
Girls, 10 through 11 (9
holes): Lori Payne, 72,
first; and Angela Fike,
83,second.
Boys,8 through 9 years
of age: (6 holes): Titer
Bhattacharya, 44, first;
and Mitchell Fike, 61, second. Girls. 8 through 9( 3

holes): Karin Fandrich,
26, first; Connie Steeley,
32, second; and Beth
Wilson,36, third.
Boys,6 through 7 years
of age (3 holes): Justin
Miller and Chip Greene,
tied for first with 23s; and
Russell Atkins and Adam
Grogan tied for second
with 24s.
Girls, 5 through 7fiyears
of age (3 holes): Tory
Holton, 33, first; and
Alexica Schempp, 47, second.
Boys, 4 through 5 years
of age (playing one hole):
Wesley Latimer, 12, first;
Shane Beamer, 13, second, and Brandon McCoy,16, third.
Each Thursday, the
club
pro,
Jimmy
Sullivan, conducts a putting contest for the
youngsters before they
tee off. Golf balls are
given as prizes. Thursday's
winners
were
Adam
Grogan, Todd
Seargent and
Teddy
Delaney.

West Germany survives 1-0,
advances in World Cup soccer
MADRID, Spain ( AP)
- West Germany scored
a 1-0 victory over Austria,
clinching second-round
World Cup soccer berths
for both teams as jeering
spectators shouted "fix"
at Gijon's El Molinon
Stadium.
Northern Ireland
defeated host Spain 1-0 at
Valencia, becoming the
only utiseeded team to
reach the second phase
Spain also advanced from
Group 5 and England,
which qualified ear
ousted Kuwait with a 14

Williams, Jeff Orr, Daryl Rogers, Scott Nix, Darin
Loftis, Mark Thorn, Mark Charlton, Paul Vought,
Barry Knight,(back row,from left) Allen Douglas,
Glenn Brandon, Bryan Tebbetts, Richard Dowdy,
Darrell Harris, Mike Wicker, Steve Markle and
coach Jim Nix.

The junior golf program at the Murray club
is under the direction of
Mary Bogard, Linda
Jones, Col. John Pritchard and Al Jones, and
play is each Thursday
'beginning at 9 a.m.

UK's Zembrodt defends
women's state-am title

SPRINGFIELD, Ky.
(AP)- Defending champion Julie Zembrodt
shook off a week of harrowing escapes by downing Sue Clements 4 and 2
on Friday to win the Kentucky Women's State
Amateur golf championship.
Zembrodt, a Fort
Wright native who plays
for the University of Kentucky, was on the edge of

elimination in several
preliminary matches.
But she dominated Friday's title match against
Clements, a Western
Kentucky University
golfer from Henderson.
Zembrodt didn't lose a
hole all day, winning four
and halving the other 12.
She was 1-up at the turn
and took a 2-up advantage with a birdie at
No.10.

Reliever Jim Slaton
allowed six hits and one
run over the final five innings, boosting his record
to 5-1 to go along with four
saves in 19 appearances.
Bruce Hurst, 2-2, took the
loss, allowing eight hits
and five runs before giving way to Luis Aponte in
the sixth. Aponte was
shelled in a four-run
seventh which nailed
down Milwaukee's victory.
Orioles 5, Tigers 2
Terry Crowley and Cal
Ripken Jr. drove in runs
with two-out singles as
Baltimore snapped a
sixth-inning tie and went
on to defeat Detroit.
Ken Singleton walked
with one out in the
Baltimore 4ixth and took
second as Eddie Murray
grounded out. Crowley
singled for the third hit
off Dan Petry, 6-5, took
second on the throw home
and scored on Ripken's
single to give Baltimore a
4-2 lead.
Mike Ivie drove in both
Detroit runs off Mike
Flanagan, 6-5, who had
two innings of relief help
from Tim Stoddard. Ivie
homered in the second
and his RBI single,
following hits by Lance
Parrish and Larry Herndon, tied the score 2-2 in
the sixth.
Stoddard gained his
sixth save.
A's 6, Rangers 2
Dwayne Murphy's tworun double keyed a fiverun fifth inning and Steve
McCatty won his first
game since returning
from the 21-day disabled
list as Oakland beat
Texas.
The A's chased Frank
Tanana, 3-9, with their
big fifth inning. Dave
Lopes led off with a double and scored on Fred
Stanley's single. Rickey
Henderson was hit by a
pitch before Murphy
drove home both runners

with his double.
Cliff Johnson knocked
in Murphy with a single
and later scored after a
fielder's choice and
pinch-hitter Wayne
Gross' single off reliever
Dave Schmidt.
McCatty, 5-1, who had
been out with tendinitis,
left the game with two out
in the eighth after giving
up two runs on Buddy
Bell's RBI single and a
wild pitch. Dave Beard
finished up, posting his
sixth save.
Mariners 1, White Sox 0
Dave Henderson hit a
sixth-innig homer and
Jim Beattie and two
relievers combined on a
four-hitter to lead Seattle
over Chicago.
Henderson broke up a
duel between Chicago's
Lamarr Hoyt, 10-5, and
Beattie, driving a 2-1
pitch from Hoyt leading
off the sixth.
Beattie, 5-4, was in
command until giving up
a leadoff double to Tony
Bernazard in the ninth.
Ed Vande Berg and Bill
Caudill finished up, with
Caudill posting his 12th
save.
think what I what I
hit was a very good
pitch," Henderson said of
his game-winning homer.
"I was swinging at
anything he threw up
there. I just happened to
be swinging where he
threw the ball."
Royals 8, Angels6
Hal McRae, who hit a
two-run double in a threerun first inning, slugged a
two-run homer in the 10th
to lift Kansas City over
California.
McRae's 11th homer of
the season followed a oneout single by Amos Otis
off Angel Moreno, 3-7, the
fourth California pitcher.
Dan Quisenberry, 4-2,
who yielded two runs
which tied the game in
the eighth inning, was the
winner with four innings
of relief.

SCOREBOARD
Your discount arts su ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck arts...save 10-50%
Professional baseball

Group 4 victory in Bilbao
that also assured France
of a second-round spot.
The 12 teams competing in the second
phase, which begins Monday after two days of
rest, now are set: Group
A with Poland, the Soviet
Union and Belgium;
Group B with England,
West Germany and
Spain, Group C with Italy, Brazil and defending
champion Argentina, and
Group D with France,
Austria and Northern
Ireland.
sfouth 12th Stroot

Sunday's Games
Minnesota at Toronto
Cleveland at New York
Milwaukee at Boston
Detroit at Baltimore
Kansas City at California
Oakland at Texas. n
Chicago at Seattle n
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W I, Pct GB
St Louis
40 31
563
Montreal
38 30
559
Philadelphia
37 32
536
2
New York
35 35
500
Pittsburgh
32 34
185
Chicago
r 41
mo 13
Western Division
Atlanta
42 27
609
San Diego
38 30
559
3.,
las Angeles
37 35
514
6',
San Francisco 32 40
444 11',
Cincinnati
30 40
129 12.,
Houston
30 40
129 12',
Fria'y*s Gainea
Chicago 5, St !Lows 3
Philadelphia 1-5. New York 0-3
Pittsburgh 4-9, Montreal 3-7
Atlanta S. Cincinnati 2
Houston 7, Los Angeles 5
San Diego 3,San Francisco 2
Saturday's Games
St Louts laPoint 3-1 and Kant 1-I at
Chicago I. Smith 1-2 and Ripley 2-0,, 2
LOS Angeles Stewart
at Houston
Sutton 7-31
San Diego Curbs 5.4 at San Francisco i rowlkos S-21
New York M Scott 5-5 and Winnow 1.
at Philadelphia Bystrom 10 and
Christenson 3-4 2. liii

High School Boys
Richard Dowdy - 110 high hurdles 400
nules IH hurdles. 1501 M race walk 1600
relay Mike Witter
1500 M racewalli
IMO M run. 400 M relay Pant Vaught - 3103
M run. 1500 M run, 400 M relay Darrell
Hama - Long Jump KO M run. 1600 M
relay. Kasey Kurth
100 M dash MO M
dash, 400 M relay
Glenn Brandon - shot. discus Barry
Knight - 360 M run, 1500 M run. IWO M
relay . Bryan TllibeUs - discus Mike
Holloway - high jump long Jump pole
vault, 100 M run Dens Pasnao - pole
vault Steve Markel
3X M dash 400 51
relay
High School Girls
Deanne Garland - 100 M dash. 400 M
relay Mandl Miller - 400 M dash 400 M
hurdles. 100 NI hurdles, Tern Malcolm
high jump. 400 NI relay, Ka* Jameson
400 M relay, 100 M hurdles; Jason* Rule X100 M run. 1500 M run, Lisa Brannoci
100 M hurdles ,ho(
Mittlle School Girls
Tea Jackass - discus. shot Krts Miller
- 100 M relay 100 M run long pimp Pain
Tared - 930 M run, long Jump, 400
relay Beth Woodall
100 M dash. KO M
relay Debbie Key
high pimp KO NI
relay
Middle School Boys
Allen Douglas - discus. shot . Dana
Lem - pole vault . Mark Charlton SOO M
run, 1500 M run. 1603 M relay Tim Torsak
- long jump. 100 61 hurdles, 1600 M relay
Jeff Orr - long pimp. 100 M hurdles.
Marl Thorn - pole vault 1600 M relay
Richard William, - shot put, long pimp.
triple lump 1600 M relay Scott Nix -- 3000
NI run 1500 M run. 1600 61 relay. long
AM)
Allen Jones - shot put, discus

Babe Ruth
all stars
chosen soon
Junior Babe Ruth tournaments are around the
corner in both 13-year-old
and 13-15 year-old divisions.
The first scheduled
playoff is the 13s at Lampkin Park in Bowling
Green. The tourney
begins July 7, the local all
star team sees its first action July 8 at 6 p.m.
against Muhlenberg
County.
The 13-15 year-olds play
Hopkinsville, July 15 at 8
p.m. The tourney will be
played at Three Springs
River Park, beginning
July 15.
All Star balloting will
be conducted locally
Monday night for the 1315 year-old team.

DAVIS CUP MATCH
PLUS
MARRIOTT'S
PAVILION HOTEL
$39.95
-----„GREAT ROOM
SALE
-

toSlat'

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Divinon
W L Pet. GB
42 26
Boston
618
Milwaukee
38 30
559
4
Detroit
36 30
5
515
Baltimore
36 31
537
Cleveland
493
13 34
New York
485
9
32 31
Taranto
32 37
464 10,
1
Western Dtaition
California
592
42 29
Kinn!City
588
40 23
Chicago
559
38 30
2,
1
Seattle
37 35
514
5,
1
Oakland
31 12
425
12
Texas
13'1
391
25 39
Minnesota
17 51
239 25
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Toronto, ppd., rain
Baltimore 5, Detroit 2
Milwaukee 9, Boston 3
New York 11, Cleveland 3
Oakland I. Texas 2
Karnes City 11. California 6 10 innings
Seattle I. Chicago 0
Saturday's Games
klumesota Redfern 341 at Toronto
(*lab 6-71
Milwaukee ( Haas 4-4 at Beaton
I Tudor 6-51
Detroit ( Wilcox 1-21 at Baltimore
D Martinet 741, In I
Cleveland I Welts 9.51 at New York
( Righetti 541,(Al
Oakland (Keough 199 at Texas
Hough 541.1111
Kansas Qty 45k. 44 at Caldera/1
I Renko 7.1). n 1
Chicago (Burns 741 at Seattle Perry
94), n

A busload of 30
Calloway County athletes
took off for Owensboro,
Friday, heading for the
state level Junior Olympics track meet.
The 30 were members
of Calloway County High
and Calloway Middle
School who qualified for
the state competition in
the Marshall County
regional meet last week.
The top competitors at
Owensboro today will
earn a berth in the sevenstate.regional meet, July
17, at New Auburn, Indiana.
Qualifiers in the New
Auburn meet will advance to the national
level meet. Last year
Mike Wicker of CCHS advanced to the nationals in
the race-walk event.
Local athletes who
qualified and the events
they qualified in at Marshall County include:

ulna ti
Atlanta Day ley 3-3 at
Seaver 34 . n
Ptttsburgh Moskau 1-3 at Montreal
Lea 6-2
Sundays Games
New York at Philadelphia
Pittsburgh at Montreal
Atlanta at Cuicinruiti
St LOWS at Chicago
San thee o at San Francisco
I.e. Angeles at Houston. n

K:OU'LL
LOVE
OUR
MATCH

Golf
HARRISON, N.Y.(AP)
- Bob Gilder shot a 7under-par 63, a course
record on the 6,329-yard
Westchester Country
Club course, for a threestroke second-round lead
in the $400,000 Manufacturers Hanover Westchester Classic.
Gilder has a 127 total
for the first 36 holes.
Tom Watson, winner of
last week's U.S. Open,
shot a two-round total of
142 and failed to qualify
for the final two rounds.

ENJOY DAVIS CUP ACTION
Davis Cup action comes to St Louts' Checkerciome on July 9. 10 and 11
See thechampon United States Davis Cup Team defend the title against Sweden, and
enjoy the luxury of a weekend at Marnott's Pavilion Hotel
Accommodations include a deluxe double room and the use of the pool, sauna.
whirlpool and game room for only $39.95 per room, per night
Just five minutes from the Checkerdome
Room based on space availability. For reservations call: (314)421-1776 or toll free
430)221-9290
. _
_
When Marriott does it, they do It hght..
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Plagued by spots

very pleasurable now. You're and you'll have a happy time
well-received socially, and with those you care for. Enjoy
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
have good times with friends this nice day.
and loved ones.
AQUARIUS
LAMB — lain to skin cancer. Ordinary
VIRGO
very much interested in brown spots do not.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
In any case a dermatolozt
finding help for brown spots,
ARI
Recreational activities,
so-called age spots. I am 60 gist can usually help with
You may receive a gift or sports, exercise and romance
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
years old, in excellent health both. Even brown spots may
Aimlessness and in_ some other favor. It's a good are all on your calendar.
and can do eight hours of be removed with chemicals
decisiveness give way to fun- time to Socialize, since you You'll receive good news from
household chores and attend or liquid nitrogen. Meanfilled day with loved ones and may hear of worthwhile a distant friend.
while, I am sending you The
to a large garden daily.
opportunity.
close friends. Romance will career
PISCES
I had a hysterectomy 12 Health Letter number 7-10,
LIBRA
make you very hrppy.
.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XQ
years ago because of a Your Skin: Sun, Aging, Spots
(Sept. 23to Oct.72
TAURUS
Loved ones are especially
tumor of the uterus. Could and Cancer. Others who
Things goyour way today. cooperative about the use of
Apr. 20 to May 201
this surgery cause an want this issue can send 75
Despite some uncertainty Travelers meet with romance joint funds. Make plans to buy
cents with a long, stamped,
increase in brown spots?
DEAR READER — Skin self-addressed envelope for
abOuta romantic matter, your and all receive compliments something special Domesticicolor, whether it is all over it to me, in care of this newssocial sense brings you career from others- New financial ty is highlighted.
or just in spots, is deter- paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
opportunities. Mix business deals prosper.
YOU BORN TODAY
mined by melanin pigment. City Station, New York, NY
and pleasure.
naturally gravitate towards
SCORPIO
This brownish to black pig- 10019.
GEMINI
service
and
public
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CALLOWAY COUNTY High School Teens Who Care Club recently was ment is formed by special
Incidentally, your hysMay 21 to June 20)
Though it's not a busy day, humanitarian interests. You presented Governor's Volunteer Activitist's Award at Frankfort. Grady Stiunbo, cells called melanocytes. terectomy is unrelated to
Your gregariousness brings it's a pleasant one. You're have leadership ability and left, secretary of Kentucky Department of Human Resources, presented the When these cells produce an your brown spots. Men also
you popularity and the ad- glad to have some time to often serve well in an adaward to Michael Bell, club president, third left, and Larry Paschall, one of the excess amount of pigment have brown spots.
miration of others. Romance yourself to engage in private ministrative capacity. Law,
the skin darkens.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
club
sponsors,third right. Other officials are not identified.
A freckle is simply a spot would like to know if having
makes you scintillating and pursuits. Relax.
politics, religion and teaching
on
the
skin
where
there
is
an
Fun to be with.
Though
are
likely
pursuits.
SAGITTARIUS
often is damaging to the
excess deposit of melanin sex
CANCER
you can succeed in the
( Nov. 22to Dec.211
health. If so in what way? I
pigment.
Those
brown
spots
(June 21 toJuly 22) 60 Social life is quite fulfilling. business world, you're more
will be married next month
you are concerned about are and
You seem to be at your best Be sure to accept social invita- inclined to artistic and
my husband-to-be likes
also
spots
of
excess
pigment
sex every day. Will it cause
now, while entertaining at tions, since romance is in the literary pursuits. You're
but they are larger than
home and making others hap- offing. Capitalize on originali- something of a philosopher Calloway County High the club at an awards lun- Calloway High for three freckles. Sometimes they me to have cancer? I'm worried to death. By the way, I
py. You're quite pleased with ty.
and may be " drawn to
School Teens Who Care cheon in the reception years. Members have may be raised a little have had a hysterectomy
writing,
pursuits,
the results.
academic
CAPRICORN
because the cells over the
have any more
journalism or acting. You recently received room of Gov. John Y. contributed many hours spot are thickened. Some and I can't years
LEO
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
old.
kids. I'm 30
capitol
Brown,
Jr.,
in-the
of
volunteer
presidential
recognition
services
to
people call these liver spots.
(July 23 to Aug.72) J24.4
Friends may steer you have a strong will and know
the community's If you happen to injure the
for their volunteer ser- building at Frankfort.
Weekend jaunts should be towards career opportunities how to overcome defeat.
DEAR READER — Even
Presenting the award developmentally disabled skin* or develop a small her- if there is any relationship
vices. President and Mrs.
morrhage in the skin, that between sex and cancer you
Reagan sent congratula- to Bell and Larry or elderly people.
FOR MONDAY,JUNE 28, 1982
may contribute to develop- have no worries. It would be
club
Paschall,
one
of
the
tions
to
the
The
chapter
local
club
for
has
a
What kind of day will tomor- things happen. Travel and time. It would be wise to plan
ing them.
related to the cervix of your
row be? To find out what the meetings with advisers bring a study course to develop winning the Kentucky sponsors, was Grady membership of 55 and is a
Characteristically they uterus and you don't have
secretary
for
the
Governor's
Stumbo,
Volunteer
Acyouth
organization
indevelop on the backs of the one. There are studies that
stars say, read the forecast happy results.
potential talent.
tivist's Award.
Kentucky Department of terested in creating a bet- hands and face. Technically suggest that women who
SCORPIO
given for your birth Sign.
PISCES
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MI
Michael Bell, president Human Resources.
ter understanding of they are called lentigines have sex early in life with
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
There will be no internip- This is a good time to seek of the Calloway club,
The club was mental health, mental and because they do occur multiple partners are more
ARIES
tions from others now. If you credit and to make decisions received this award for nominated for the award retardation, disadvantag- more often in older people likely to develop cervical
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
they are sometimes called cancer. Of course women
You make major decisions work at your own pace, you'll about investments. A desire
by Paschall, Jerry ed children and senior "senile lentigines." As doc- who have had little or no sex
about your personal relation- dispose of many unfinished for security motivates you to
Ainley, school principal, citizens.
tors who see these lesions can also get cancer of the
wise planning.
ships and they are happy ones. obligations,
and Donna Herndon,
Officers this year were get older themselves they cervix.
YOU BORN TODAY are in- CINCINNATI ( AP) — director of Alumni Af- Bell, 'president; Bonnie are more apt to just call
It's a good time to plan for the SAGITTARIUS
Urinary tract infections
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21) 36
4
). dependent, yet have the abili- Officials for Procter (Sz
them lentigines or brown do occur more often in some
future.
State
at
Murray
fairs
Stone,
vice
president;
Take the initiative in plan- ty to cooperate with others. Gamble Co. have asked
spots.
women because of sex. That
TAURUS
As far as the brown spots is why some women develop
ning a party, but don't step on Though you can succeed in fundamentalist Christian University and former Barbara Stone,
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
You've got the go-ahead on anybody's toes. Several business, you're more inclined ministers to help them sponsor of the club at secretary; Teresa Hurst, you now have are concerned, "honeymoon cystitis," a
,tre-asurer; Larry I prefer that they be seen by problem with bladder infecwork projects. Tryib-hiiiilthg. business - associates have to the arts-and professions. quash a rumor that the Calloway High.
Teens Who Care has Paschall and Jan Rober- a doctor. What you think is a tions. It is not a venereal
Law architecture, medicine,
you have good luck. In any moneymaking ideas.
companys trademark is been organized at
simple brown spot may be disease, either.
teaching and lecturing are
son,counselors.
case, you'll be happily engag- CAPRICORN
something different, such as
a
Otherwise sex usually prosymbol of devil wor(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
other fields in which you'll
ed in fruitful endeavors.
actinic (solar) keratosis. duces relaxation and helps
Don't be hesitant-Go after find fulfillment. You're a ship.
GEMINI
Some of these can progress to build closeness.
what you want in business. To- serious thinker, with a "The facts are that this
( May 21 to June 20)
is
a
vicious,
unfounded
BOBBY WOLFF
Obey that natural instinct, day's ambitions are realized philosophic bent, yet you may
and make plans to spend some and you receive the recogni- also be strongly attracted to rumor, and I hope we can
music and the theater. Bir- help stop it," said the
extra time with a loved one. tion you deserve,
thdate of: Jean-Jacques Rev. Donald E. Wildmon,
This time you're seriously in- AQUARIUS
"That which we call sin in
NORTH
6-264
•A Q 7 2
Rousseau, philosopher; executive director of the others is experiment for
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
-J
volved.
1110 8 7 3
Travel and romance are on Richard Rodgers, composer; National Federation for us." — Ralph Waldo EmerCANCER
086 5 4 2
your agenda,so enjoy a happy and Ashley Montagu,novelist. Decency.
son.
( June 21 to July 22)
2. Notice
You'll make major home
WEST
Glass
WorkM
&
G
EAST
decisions now. While you are
•J 9 3
*8 6 5 4
Complete Glass Co. has
busy planning enter11 5
17 Q 4 2
a complete line of Glass
tainments, others are plansomeone else goes *KJ9
•103
FABULOUS
and plexiglass. We inning major moves or purQ5 32
down in today's challenging *1098764
stall auto glass. We do
INVESTMENT
chases.
store fronts and plate
slam, it's easy for us to
SOUTH
Adults 138
chburg, Va., William A. St., Hassel S. Davidson, point at sin. If one of us
LEO
glass replacement. Cut
•K 10
Nursery
5
Forres, Box 164, Hazel, Box 84, Lynnville,
17 AKJ96
glass table tops and
(July 23 to Aug.,22)
misses
his
way,
we
will
Handmade Persian
*AQ7
mirrors. Repair storm
Ed R. Shook, Rt. 6, Clif- probably label it an unlucky
Gracie L. Henson, Rt. 4,
Creatively, you're inspired 6-23-82
•A K J
doors and windows.
Newborn Admission
gold
and
and mentally sharp. Make
rugs
Benton, Joanne Wright, ford F. Rogers, E17 Fox experiment.
Also patio door repair
Margaret Garner and Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn., Meadows, Gilbert A.
those important phone calls
The sinful declarer wins
sell
Must
coins.
replacement
work.
and
VtkInerable: Both. Dealer:
and get busy putting your Baby Boy, Rt. 2.
Faye M. Carden, 515 Young, 1510 Story, James his useless free finesse and South. The bidding:
M & G Glass 816
thoughts into action.
Dismissals
plays
two
high
trumps.
The
Coldwater Rd. Phone
Denver Rd., Union City, Albert Tracy, 1704 Ryan,
South
West
VIRGO
North
East
Mary Evelyn Phillips, Tenn.,
753 0180 or 753-2798.
753-0738
M.
Evelyn Elvis E. Cole, Rt. 1, queen fails to drop and now 211
Pass
3.
Pass
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22
Rt. 6, Peggy J. Edwards, McPherson,
Water Valley, Mary E. the only chance left lies 44*
Rt.
1,
Pass
4*
Pass
Present your moneymaking 743 Nash, Terry Wayne
Pass
511
Townley, Box 86, Farm- with the diamonds. This 5*
Pass
ideas to higher-ups, and you'll Farris, Rt. 3, Ashley N. Sedalia,
Sunday 2-6 Old Country
finesse fails and declarer 5*
Pass
William Nall
644
Pass
Glenda L. Smith, Rt. 1, ington,
find ways. to increase
Store Almo everything
611
loses
a
trump
and
a
diaPass
Pass
Pass
Downey, 506 South Ninth Henry, Tenn., Robert E.
Vera L. Sparks, 609
revenues today. You buy
DMD
10 percent off Flea
Pasco,
the
slam
goes
one
mond
as
Market items. Exetudsomething you've always St., George E. Paradise, Whayne, Rt. 1, Clinton, Ellis, Vernie I. Howard, away.
Opening
lead:
Club
10
announces
the
913 North
16th St., Earl G. Waters, 1397 1415 Vine, Lorene D.
ing tobacco and milk
wanted.
Playing the top trumps
products.
Thomas F. Anderson, Johnson, Jessie L. Hum- Mardey, Rt. 5, Larue
LIBRA
opening of
when holding nine cards in
b.
3223 Maple,Toledo, Ohio, phreys, Rt. 2, Puryear, Bizzell, 507 Whitnell, the suit is not, in itself, a in play, but a huge differ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 72) —
his office
ence in the points at stake.
Extra energy gives you the James David Decarli, Tenn.,
Thomas
N. Neva L. Dodson, Rt. 2, bad play. In today's layout
NOTICE
of
practice
urnp on others. You can make 4701 Doyle Terrace, Lin- Parker, 505 South Eight Buchanan,Tenn.
we can do better.
Bid with The At-es
For an additional chance,
General
THIS PROGRAM WILL BE
declarer should win the first South holds: 6-26-B
...IN CASE YOU
Fs, yser amnions, lin
Dentistry
REPEATED AT T4-115 SAME
club and draw only one high
Salter frees ser Soles Dept.
FELL ASLEEP
Nights
Hours
by
*J
9 3.
TIME TOMORROW...
trump. Another high club is
will be at eer disarm'
17 5
cashed and a third one is
Available
fres 6:34 PM to 6:00 PM
* IC .1 9
ruffed in dummy. Next a
1653 Calloway Ave.
is Meedeys, Toesiley,
4111MM
trump is led and the finesse
753-1914
4.
Tbersileys cad Frideys.
is tried. This wins and the
PVIDOMS, OLDSMOBILE,
slam becomes easy pick- North South
The Apple Tree School
4
PIWITAIC, CADILLAC
111
ings.
provides quality child
1406W. Mein
But what if the trump
wit
care
d
753-5315
jack had lost to a doubleton
program
educatio
queen with West? Then the ANSWER:Pass. There is fo
s 2 through 5.
HOW ABOUT $2? I'M GETTING TO
ALL I REALLY
lso, a summer proslam would still be assured. probably a better spot
3. Card of Thanks
AUNT FRITZI --(
BE GOOD AT
WANTED WAS 50ct
West would have to lead a play, but no cards plus no fit gram is available for
MAY I HAVE$3 7
The Family of Glen
BARGAINING --spade or a diamond for a make it too dangerous to school age children.
Colson wants to thank
An%
GIVE
753-9356.
look
for
that spot.
most useful free finesse and
the neighbors, re
YOU $1
12 tricks or he would have
latives, friends and
bridge questions to The Aces,
to lead a club for a ruff and Send
churches that helped us
P.O.Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
discard.
when our home was
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
NOTICE
destroyed by fire. We
Not too much difference for reply.
appreciate your conNo children allowed in
cern. Glen Colson's
my fields ground catFamily.
tle end hogs. No frog
111112 UMW Feet" Synchcftte ,ftft
/UNE Ztft
ilmtmdFound
or bird hunting greyed
NOT THROUGI-I
MUD!
deep
Lost: Sears tool box
ponds.
Not
FoRgP
I'LL MESS LJP MY NICE
somewhere on State
responsible
for
any
HAR CO! ••°. NEW BOOTS
2 Time gone by
ACROSS
Line Road. Call
occident. Pete HanAnswer to Friday's Puzzle
3 Word in
247-5611.
NYPD
1 Son food
sonCCU MUM UGC
4 Unlock
4 "Tosca," for
6. Help Wanted
WIDO
WOCUO
CCU
5 Transfix
one
IDOCUU
UULJUCCU
Aggressive, ambitious,
6 Printer's
9 Haggard
MUUU CCM
college educated,
measure
heroine
Young married couple
UOCCUIJUU
MUD
12 The self
7 Remainder
career minded person
would like 3 bedroom
13 Evergreens
8 Showy flower MUM MAC UU
for sales in Murray.
home in country. Call
UDC
14 Range of
9 Very thin
UCW CUMULI
Unlimited bonus poten753-7300.
knowledge
10 Chicken
OC WCIDU MUM
tial. Send resume to:
C
15 Very precious 11 Abstract
COUEICEIMU UMW
Gregory H. Vinson PO
being
17 Beer mugs
MCC UIDOC
Box 2116 Owensboro,
19 Electrified
16 Female deer
COMM OUUCCUU
Ky. 42302.
18 Muse of
particle
UCU MOUE/ CCU
PIRST- WEEDS ,
HCW CAN 'IOU TELL?
LOOK AT YOt..)Ci
Experienced machanic,
IT MUST ESE TI-lE
20 Strict
poetry
111101U MOM UUU
BEGINNING OC
ARE
experienced body man
LAWN
20 Spire
21 Intertwine
What juad of day will tumorraw be? To had out what the
stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth Sign.

11

Ar2E

--1

'fl'

)60

Calloway club recognized

a

P&G seeks help

THE ACES®

e0

twice

Local hospital reports listed If

afg

keg*: 1
6010V

Xsel;

A

416-,Ar

4r 0
44ita4,
II

'te

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

SUMMED

ft.
dJat

1
1#
4,4

61131WWWW"

Ail:
711
der

WHO ARE WE
LOOKING FC7R

MOP'

26
MASKED GUY
VG AS A TREE„.
LOOKS LIKE A
THUNCERCLOUO.

SHOULD
BE EASY
TO FIND.

WE'S

3
11
NOM PIMA= Iftftakft•ft.

40••••

7W/0
?VMS"
/0 AFTER
1///Y1.

23 Give — to
me
24 Rages
27 Had brunch
28 Athena
30 Beginner
31 Suit — a T
32 Lively, in
music
34 Jolson
35 Wife of
Gemini
37 Heroic event
38 River, in
Madrid
39 Tears
41 Behold!
42 Chums
43 Pester
45 Cut of meet
46 Kind of cord
48 Gloomy
51 Part of HRH
52 Citrus fruit
54 Song
55 — &gird
56 Facial

21 Tardier
22 Make
amends
23 That: Lat.
25 Spoor
26 Files alone
28 Man's nickname
29 Exchanger-4premium .„

32 Summed up
33 Service org.
38 Buries
38 Wander
aimlessly
40 Goes by boat
42 Knave at
cards
44 Stalk

45 Sharpen
46 Greek
letter
47 Soak
18 The sun
19 Jug lug
50 Type of
bread
53 Note of scale

WW0 MAWS/ AWN
MMINIM
WIIIMMOIM MEMO=
MOM WEN=
WWWII
WIMM WM1111
WM WEEMEall•
LAMM WM= WWII
WIMIMW WM
MINIM WM
WIIIMMWd
WWIIMEM
sf=''
WMICOM ODOM
DOWN
1 Wadden pin
WINIMM AIM

112 Corot Waterfall
and
Rubies
Diamonds
Reg.$407.00
Sole

$197.00

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Phu
Opoo cm.to 6 p.m.
DaNy - I p.m. to 6
Soo*
753.7113

needed. Apply in person
209 S. 7th St. 753-7333.
FRIENDLY HOME
TOY PARTIES NOW IN
OUR 27TH YEAR, IS
EXPANDING AND
HAS OPENINGS FOR
MANAGERS AND
DEALERS. PARTY
PLAN EXPERIENCE
HELPFUL.
GUARANTEED TOYS
AND GIFTS. NO CASH
INVESTMENT, NO
COLLECTING, DE•
LIVERING. CAR &
PHONE NECESSARY.
CALL COLLECT.'
CAROL DAY S18-4816,
11395.

Management. WendY'll.
Old Fashion Ham-.
burgers is now hiring
experienced manage.
mint only. Must be
willing to re•locate'„,
Send resume or call for
an appointment
759-4695.
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6. Help Wanted

23. Exterminating

Housecleaning job 2
days per week. Must
have experience. Have
all transportation and
references. Good pay.
753-7287.
Personnel Manager•
experience preferred.
Action Personnel 753/432.
Radiology Technician
needed for new modern
radiology department.
Please call Ted Thomas
at Marshall Co. Hosp.
527-1336.

9. Situation Wanted
Responsible mother
wants to babysit. Full
time, part time or
drop-in. 759-1692.
Will do babysitting in
my home. Call 753-2219.
Will do house cleaning
in Panorama Shores
and Pottertown area.
Have references. Call
436-5830.
Will do odd jobs. Baby
sitting, housework,
grocery shopping, mow
lawns, wash windows
and more. Call Donna
753-3802.
Will help haul hay and
work in tobacco. Can do
interior painting and
trim. Call 753-5249.
Would like to stay with
an elderly person, in
town or close to
Murray. Babysit and
clean house. Valerie
Fox Rt. 4 Box 37
Murray, Ky.

14. Want to Buy
Want a good canoe.
753-2266 or 759-9915.

15. Articlesfor Sale
Oft. Camper top for sale
in good condition. $75.
753-7523.
Good set of men's 901f
clubs. Call 753-1681.
Reel to reel Akai 10in.
automatic reverse with
cover. Days 345-2046,
nights 489-2858.
Round oak table, oak 6
drawer bachelor's
chest, 4 old maple
kitchen chairs. Beautifully carved Spanish sideboard. Phone
753-7346 after 5p.m.

16. Home Furnishings
Early American sofa
and chair. $100. Call
753-9562.
Must sell Tappen gas
range and side-by-side
refrigerator freezer.
753-93159..
Twin size .bed, mattress
and box springs. King
size headboard, Vinyl
swivel rocker. 753-1261.
Washer and dryer
heavy duty, large
capacity. Excellent
condition. $300. 753-9702.

18. Sewing Machines
Special this month only
brand new Singer Zig
Zag Sewing Machine.
Full cash price $99.95.
Many more good used
Singer Sewing
machines at special
prices. Come by
Lakewood Sewing new
location behind the
Dinner Bell on U.S. 68 1
mile east of the
Johnathan Creek
bridge, or call 354-6521.
Used Singer Sewing
Machine, Zig Zag and
all regular at•
tachments. Fully
guaranteed, full cash
price. $49.50 will trade
for your old machine.
Payments may be arranged. Call Martha
Hooper 354-6521.

19. Farm Equipment
Hi-boys- John Deere.
IH, John Blue, Hahn
firm $2000. Super C IH
with cultivators $1700.
502-845-4002.

22. Musical
PIANO FOR
SALE
Take ever payments
ea Spinet Pine. Cu
be son locally. Write
M. Moyer, P.O. lex
207, Carlyle, II.
62231

•

• 4
41,24:

49. Used Cars

Nice 2 bedroom trailer Two bedroom house- AKC Registered
for rent near Murray. central air, heat pump, Doberman puppies. 759No pets. 489-2611.
dishwasher, stove, fully 4588 or 753-7637.
carpeted. 5 miles out 94 Two gray tiger striped
32. Apts. For Rent
East. Call 753-0858 be- kittens 10 weeks old.
fore 12:00 or 753-8943 753-9940.
after 4p.m.

FOR RENT
feraisheol
sportsmen for 4 Whop girls ow boys else
'
753-3914
• 1 ead 2 bedroom
apartments. Swimmer
and fs1 near Universi24. Miscellaneous
ty. Phan 753-5165
19in. B & W Zenith t.v.
or 7534105 after
excellent working con5:30 p.m.
dition. $50. 762-2908 or

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

after 3:30753-0120.
30x42 Pole barn with
good metal and
fiberglass siding for
sale. 492-8523.
Firewood cut to order.
$22. per rick. Call
436-2292.
Free fill dirt wanted.
Call 753-5014.
Swimming pool equipment, large filter pump
and motor for below
ground pool. All for $50.
Call 762-2792 or 753-0926.
Two used toilets, 1 sink
vanity, 1-12,000 BTU air
conditioner, 36in. Ben
Franklin stove new, 5
new replacement windows, 8 used doors size
32. Roy's Carpenter
Shop S. 4th St. Murray,
Ky.

21. Mobile Home Sales
12x52 Mobile home.
Good condition, many
extras. Call 753-1905
after 5:30.
1971 Holly Park 12x65
with 7x14 pull-out. Gas
heat, central air. $7000.
753-9702.
Trailer for sale or rent
by-owner in Riviera Cts.
382-2352.
T-wo bedroom, 1976
12x60, central air and
heat, aluminum awning. Only partially furnished. $5000. firm. Fox
Meadows location. 7599231.
Very attractive 12x50 2
bedroom all electric
mobile home. Furnished with excellent
housetype furniture.
Energy efficient in every way. A great buy at
only $3800. plus free
spot rent for 1 oar, a
$420. savings. Call 7539829 after 5p.m.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
12x55 Mobile home. 2
bedroom, all electric on
private lot. Ben Nix
753-3785 after 5p.m.
All electric fully furnished mobile home 1.5
miles east of Murray.
$100. month, $100. deposit. Clothes dryer
furnished. Call 753-9829.
For rent 3 trailers 2 for
$83.50 and $50. deposit. 1
is $93.50 and $50. deposit. 753-7975.
One mobile home space
for rent on blacktop, 4
miles out, water furnished, private.
753-4091.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two 2 bedroom furnished or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet,
air condition. Rent
$85.4150. Shady Oaks.
753-5209.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Air conditioned,
small neat court. $75.
single. 753-8216 after
5p.m.
Two bedroom mobile
home for rent on 15
acres. Has central heat
and air. $175. per month
plus deposit. Call 4892711.
Two or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
central heat and air.
$85.-$150. per month.
Shady Oaks 753-5209.

302 Business Rentals
Wareham,
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4751

HELP WANTED

•.;

45. Farmsfor Sale

31. Pets-Supplies

II. Mobile Home Rentals 34. Housesfor Rent

Retail, excellent opportunity. Fashion leg,
America's fastest grewing women's anions
store is monies sees in Money. We have patine avallahle for qualified individeels in sales
and cashierbig. Will also hire ea assistant
nosnager sad ismoomper trainee. These hodvideals
most have retail menagement background. Al applicants mast he meters and career oriented. We
offer a complete company benefit pecker, incleans Mee Cress, Mee Shield, major medical,
distal insurance, prescription dm, hosermoce,
Msahlity insuraece, lIe inersoce, vision intermme. Passim plan, paid holidays, paid ski
days, paid vocation, Merkel it.,. dimments and
mere. Application wiR he taboo at the Keethocky
Bureau ef Menpower Sorokin, ow Joon 29 and
30th at the Calloway Canty cowlings', 2ad
flew covert room.

A.Equal Opportunity Employer

„ 441f,
;"4:trA.i.,ortrAfflike-V,
1,4

36. For Rentor Lease
OFFICE SPACE FOR
LEASE- Approximately
1000sq. ft. of beautifully
decorated professional
office space, available
for lease Located at
1203 Johnson Ave. Call
753-8050.

31. Livestock-Supplies

Coun ry living with the Seven year
old saddle
convience of etown at -mare nice and
gentle
Hamlet North Apts. 2 works good. Will
sell to
bedroom town houses, highest bidder.
753-1530.
appliances furnished.
Call 753-7550 or 753-7559.
3.Pets-Supplies
Duplex near University.
11 /
1
2 percent assumable AKC Registered
loan. Low down pay- Chinese Pugs. Call 437ment. Heat pump. Ap- 4478.
pointment. 759-9577, 753- 41. Public Sale
2649.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. 1
/
1
2 block from University. Open now. Call
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
duplex 901 Northwood
Dr. All appliances furMary St. John
nished. 753-0814.
home, old Paris
Furnished apartments,
Murray highway
efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom. Also sleeping
Saturday Jane 26
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 7534609.
through WednesFurnished or unday Jane 30th.
furnished 2 room aparFarnham beds,
tment with bath. Water,
cable furnished. $125. a
rugs, stove,
month. 1 block from
refrigerator, air
court square. 7534977.
Furnished 1 bedroom
conditioner, two
apartment, private enelectric heaters
trance and drive-way.
Clean, no children. 753end misc. items.
3019.
HILLDALE APARTMENTS HARDIN, KY •
Now taking applications
on site for Section 8,
rent-subsidized apartments. 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin.
Fri., Sat., and
Equal Housing
Sun. June 25-27.
Opportunity.
Neatly furnished 1 bed8-??? Backusburg
room apartment. InRd. off 464 at top
quire 100 S. 13th St.
of hill to Brewers,
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down2nd house on
town Murray. 753-4109,
762-6650 or 436-2844.
right.
One bedroom furnished
efficiency apartment.
Partial utilities paid. No
pets. $95. 753-9741.
One bedroom furnished
apartment newly decorated. Carpeted, air
Fri. mod Sat.
conditioned, garbage
disposal, water fur11-5 p.m.
nished. $125. Call 753north of
been
3rd
3949.
StaService
Ilereatt
One bedroom furnished
lin on Old 641 Al...
apartment and also 2
clothes,
bedroom apartments
Fernitere,
for rent. Call 753-3530.
etc.
One or 3 bedroom
apartment adjoining
MSU. Call 753-3134.
One room efficiency
3 PARTY
apartment, carpeted.
SALE
YARD
Call after 5p.m. till
10p.m. 753-4793.
Sat. June 26 L5
Furniture, FurThree bedroom duplex,
near University.
niture and more
Fireplace. Central heat
Furniture.
and air. Carpet. DisHousehold items,
hwasher. 759-9577, 7532649.
toys new and used,
Two bedroom furnished
odds and ends.
and 2- bedroom unTake 94 West out
furnished apartments
miles to 783,turn
3
near downtown. 2 bedroom house on N. 6th.
right go down 2
Lease and deposit remiles.
quired. No pets. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
Two bedroom apartment. Range, oven,
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer hookup, air, carpet. No pets.
1 year lease. $225.
722 Fallon Dr.
deposit, $225. per
Moving Selo
month. 753-2622 or 753Fri. sad Set.
3865.
Also have self clubs,
Two bedroom brick
duplex with air. No
hails collection lots
pets. Mostly furnished.
of
odds ead ends for
$195. a month. Call
the bees*.
753-6931.
Very attractive all
electric efficiency
apartment $120. per
month $100. deposit. 2 I/2
blocks from MSU. Call
753-9829.

Estate
Sale

109 Acre cattle farm 80 1966 White Mustang at
acres pasture. Woven 1505W. Main.
wire fence. 70 head of 1970 Nine passenger
cattle. On 280 and Chevy Suburban. Less
Cherry Corner. $100,000. than 30,000 miles on
will finance 50 percent completely overhauled
at 12 percent interest. engine. $500. Also very
753-3625.
43. Real Estate
good two-wheel trailer.
52 Acre farm for sale $100. if bought with
with frontage on Chevy, $150; if separate.
Perim & Thorne
Highway 121 South ap- Call 436-2635.
insereace &
proximately
miles 1977 Cadillac DeVille
tool Estee
from Murray. 20 ten- Sedan. Excellent condable acres, rest in dition. Local car. Call
Sorthside Coen Sq.
woods and pasture. 753-9963 after 5p.m.
Money, Kosticky
Offered at $36,500. with
753-4451
owner financing 1978 VW Van local
available. KOPPERUD owner. Low miles,
IDEAL DUPLEX LOT REALTY -753-1222.
overhead air, heavy
LOCATED AT 1632
duty heater, AM -FM
Hamilton Ave., near
tape, very good gas
M.S.U., this lot well 46. Homesfor Sale
mileage. Days 762-6746,
suited for residence or
evenings 759-4756.
duplex. (106' x tan, 4 bedroom, 2 bath
city sewerage, city tri level home with 1979 T-Bird gray with
water. First time of- economical gas heat, maroon trim, bucket
fered at $6,500. Owners central electric air. seats with leather upleaving state. KOP- Lots of extras including holstery. Low mileage,
1 owner. $5000. 489-2727.
PERUD REALTY
tasteful decor
1980 Buick Century V-6.
753-1222.
throughout, abundant
REDUCED TO $13,500. storage and lovely Excellent gas mileage.
Completely re-modeled backyard patio shaded Call 753-0778 after 5p.m.
3 bedroom 1 bath home, by a giant Oak tree. 1981 Mazda RX7-GSL.
with new wiring, plum- Excellent buy in the Gold, 15,000 miles, all
bing, gas space heater, 550's. KOPPERUD the extras. 759-4512.
insulation and plastic REALTY -753-1222.
1982 Pontiac J2000, 4
underneath. 2 bedrooms FOR SALE BY OWNER speed overdrive. AMupstairs unfinished. 4 bedroom, 2
baths, FM stereo, air, excelCall Spann Realty As- wooded lot. City
school, lent mileage. Cost MOO.
soc. 753-7724.
2100sq. ft. living area. 2 Sell $6795. Call 759-9904.
car garage. Excellent Cars $200! Trucks $150!
and Available at local gov't
Strout. condition
neighborhood. 753-9732.
sales. Call (refundable)
Realty
Four bedroom older 1-714-569-0241 ext. 1281
house on large lot, for directory that shows
storage building. Close you how to purchase
Office Coast ts Coast
24hrs.
to town. Call 753-8563.
leport from IverywItore
Lake
property
cabin.
Bold& Service Sian 1901
Year round living.
1912 Coldwater toed
Community water,
Money,illatecky 12971
electricity. Sundecks,
(512)753-0186
air -conditioners,
A.
$20,000. 759-9577, 753i0( L. KENNON
2649.
SM.,
Nine room house for
LicoosoI & 10011041
sale at Lynn Grove. 2
extra large lots and
Ring the bargain bell! extra large storage
Less than $400 an acre! building. Must see to
1968 Plymouth'
Year round spring with appreciate. Phone 759wildlife abounding. 4702 for appointment.
Fury
III Excellent
Buys like this are few
Opportunity is knocking
small
condition,
and far between. Don'tat your door....answer.
be sorry tomorrow--Call
before it is too late. If
medium
engine,
today at Century 21
you need a 5 bedroom
Loretta Jobs Realtors home in a
size Car. Air condiprice range
753-1492.
YOU CAN aftion, radio, power
ford....Iiving room desteering, power
signed for enjoyable
family living, two "kid
brakes, 753Commercial pro- proof" bathrooms,
7
1 1 3.
perty in C o 1- garage with room for
mower,
bikes,
and
the
d wa ter , has
family car
several too....located just ; 50. Used Trucks
possibilities, ser- healthy walk away from
vice station, shopping center on a cut 1968 Chevrolet pickup
grocery store, de sac....priced mid truck. Call after
We re- 5:30p.m. or on
clean-up shop and forties
commend quick action. weekends 753-0080.
others. Call us to753-1492 at Century 21 1978 Ford Bronco. For
day at 753-4000.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
sale or trade for pickup.
Three bedroom house Days 345-2046, nights
has attached furnished 489-2858.
apartment. Carpeted,
central gas heat, air 51. Campers
conditioned, TVA insulation, large lot,
storage building. Call 1973 Shasta 12ft. camper excellent condition.
753-3949Can sleep 6 $1200.
Three bedroom, 2 full 753-6911.
baths, fireplace, 2 car
Realtors
garage, heatpump, 1975 Winnebago Class A
fenced yard, large cor- motor home. 25 ,2ft.
Village Hwy. 641 N.
ner lot. Excellent loca- with rear full bath. Like
Merrily, Ky.
tion in Gatesborough new inside and out.
area. Assumable. 753- Power plant, roof air,
sleeps 6. Only 25,000
TWO R.ENTAL 6851.
HOUSES Three bedroom house miles. Day' phone 753Located near hospital for sale conviently 3234 or 753-0114 after
5p.m.
and shopping. Offered
located. $27,503. Owner
at $19,500. with total
1976 21ft. Midas cam753-2279, 759-9915.
income of rentals $245. a
per. 1977 Ford truck.
Two
bedroom
house
month. Call Spann
Call 753-9224.
to
town.
Large
close
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
front yard, large up- Camper topper for short
stairs storage with out- wheel base for a Dodge
pickup. $100.
side entrance. Call 753- or Chevy
5477 or after 5p.m., Call 753-6091.
Pop-up camper Star
753-2482 or 753-2206.
753-0359.
Two or 4 bedroom Craft. Call

•

Moving
Sale

5 Party
Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

Moving
Sale

33. Roomsfor Rent
Rooms for rent 1 block
from MSU. Call 759-9580
or 753-1812.

34. Housesfor Rent
Country Charmer. Enjoy the quiet of our 2
bedroom garage apartment. 6 miles east of
Murray. Refrigerator,
stove, water and carpet.
Lawn service provided.
References required.
Call 753-5733.
For rent like new 2
bedroom home. Garage, central air, fenced
yard. $300. a month.
Call 753-6469.
Nice two bedroom
brick, II miles southeast
of Murray. Some appliances, deposit, references. Married
couples only. 492-5594

otter
Three bedroom house
for rent. 1639 Miller.
Murray.4924225.
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Complet•ly furnished,
washer-dryer Included.
753-1964 after Sp.m.
Deposit required.

/
2 mile
641 South 11
from city limits.
Thersolay, Friday mod
Words,
nEmmummemek

Just listed this 131
acre farm approximately 7v2 miles
south of Murray on
Highway 641.
Several hundred
feet of frontage on
both sides of
highway, between
Hazel and
Puryear, Tenn.
Approximately 60
very productive
acres and lovely
home site, plus
several outbuildings. Owner
financing
available. Kopperud Realty - 7531222.

44. Lotsfor Sale
Lots for Sale: Gateway
Village Subdivision
near Kentucky Dam.
Owner will finance. Day
or night phone 753-9956.

$450

Not on

WE VU REDKEN POUSII ONLY

Mon.• Fri 8 AM to 4:30
By Appointment

=

-

753-2266

Head Quarte
715 South Twelfth Street

41. Motorcycles
1970 Harley Davidson
Sportster and a 19179 CR
250 Honda. 753-6548 or
753-8518.
1978 Can -Am 250
motorcycle. Good condition $1000. Call 4988279 after 5:30p.m.
1980 Yamaha 650
Special. Must sell. Call
after 5p.m. 753-4549.
Extra sharp 750 Honda
Super Sport. Lots of
extras. Will sell to best
offer. Call 753-5909 or
753-5787.
Kawasaki KV 100 good
condition, excellent
motor. 753-5561.
Yamaha Exciter 1
250CC 75 mpg. Excellent condition with
helmet. Call 527-3249.
Yamaha IT 175,
Yamaha IT 250, 3-cycle
trailer. Call 753-7228
after 5p.m.

Used Velkswagon parts,
tone-up, break jobs,
rebuilt motors. 435-4272.

PROFESSIONAL MANICURE
Rork"en

home, in beautiful
Panorama Shores on
Blood River. Below
market at $45,000. Existing at 8.5 percent.
Loan can be assumed.
Call 1-247-0023 after
L.
6p.m.

41. Auto Services

SPECIAL

•40-111.,40
'tn•

51 Services Offered

AIR CONDITIONERS
and appliances serviced. Freezers,
washers, dryers, and
refrigerators. All
brands. 759-1322.

Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISNING
20 years experience.
Stoned flows sir
speciality.
SOCKAU
FLOOR CO.
3544127
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753-2310.
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick Dry Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827.
Campbell's Tree Service. Topping, trimming, removing. Fuil
insurance. Call 1-5270918.

For
Sale

Get Acquainted

•r

53. Services Offered

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy 121 South
Merrily, Ky.

753-5500
4
4

Need a second opinion? Local
references. Cell Nosh
Weed. 759-1711 or
753-1076.
Chimney Sweeping
Service. Do it now
before you need your
chimney. Later we will
have a working list. Call
435-4348 or 762-4792.
Concrete, block, brick.
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753-5476.
Custom cabinets at
discount prices and
total carpentry service.
Call 753-9608.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumbing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed.
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
IMAM

'my

sites and Aluminum
trim for ell houses. It
stops plinths,.
Jack Glover
753-1273
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
AAAA painting interiorexterior, also paper
hanging very reasonable. 15 years experience. Free estimates. Call Frank
753-8810.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359, nights 474-2276.

75 -3317
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Lawn Mower Service
Repair.
Free pickup
and delivery. Call 7535367 after 5p.m.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPINGCommercial, Industrial, Residential, also
Patching and Seal
Coating. Phone 753-1537.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
Painting-Paperhanging
Commercial
Residential Interior
E xterior -Farm
Buildings. 25 years
experience. Tremon
Farris 759-1987.
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair. Central air
(spring special) complete cleaning on air
conditioners. 436-5536.

I

Coll 759-1600
(Office) or
75 3•03 29
(Home)
Repair on all small
engines. Lawn mowers,
tillers, and chain saws
of any kind. 1001 E.
Glendale off 12th. St.
753-4590.
We will sell you a used
air conditioner or repair
yours. We also buy used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric 753-9104.....
Will do any type plumbing installation or repairs. Call anytime day
or night. Experienced.
All work guaranteed.
436-5855.
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753-0712 or
753-3534Will sharpen hand saws
and chain saws
753-4656.

Wheat straw for sale.
753-8156 or 753-6401.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE- Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
7 2 ,
7 5 3 - 4
753411116( home).

•••

We pot on or repair
galvanized and
aimainom -roofs and
siding.

55. Feed and Seed

Reefing Al Types, 15
yours experience, ail
work gearenteed. Des
Wilkerson, 419-2510
or 345-2602.

444

Do you have a tobocco
or dairy barn in need
of repair? New world
be the time to give us
cell.

14ft. Simi-V with 35
Evinrude. Super cropping rig. See to appreciate. Call 753-5909
or 753-5787.
15ft. Checkmate Ski
boat, Wihp motor, good
trailer. Call 753-3140
after 5p.m.
18ft. Avenger jet boat.
460cu. in. engine, 4 band
carburetor, maroon and
silver metal flake paint.
Silver trail trailer. Perfect condition $4500
Phone 489-2538 or 3288507.
1977 O'day Mariner 2+2
Sailboat. Excellent
condition with working
jib, 110 percent jib,
mainsail and spinnaker.
Cutty cabin sleeps 4
with head and sink.
3.9hp Volvo Tenta motor. Call 753-5515 or
753-6404 after 6p.m.

53. Services Offered

tif4e

J.C. & C.
Sheeting

52. Boats Motors

*Wien Service h.
Mimi NI viorl
costae trim work.
Ishrucas. Call IN El
Saila', MINI.

New end end site
parts batteries tires
wheel covers Auto
Accessories.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

Will close carpets,
windows, also clean
mod wax hard weed
flews. Setisfectlea
georenteed.

WALLIS DRUG
eP1ISCRIPT1015 ofRESN FRUIT KIND
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES POO lOST AND SALE
*LEADING MODS Of COSMETICS
•NOLLISTEI OSTONT PRODOCTS
his Delheryea PrestelptisasICity Wits

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. NOW St.

Specializing la Senior Citizens
Nair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo,Shove and Nairart $2.75
Opea Nom
Mee., Tees., Wed., There., Fri., Set.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3615.
•

For Sale
1973 GMC TractorDetroit Diesel 13 speed
with 1964 Fruehauf_
Trailer.
Call 753-1893, Ext.
272,263
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NASHVILLE, Tenn.
( AP) — Tennessee
authorities are working
to arrange a permanent
transfer for a Florida
convict whose teen-age
son almost died from
Rocky Mountain spotted
fever complications.
Davidson County
Sheriff Fate Thomas said
Friday he hopes Charles
Denton,father of 15-yearold Richard Denton, will
be allowed to serve the
rest of his 15-year Florida
prison term in Tennessee.
Off-duty sheriff's
deputies brought Denton,
39, to Nashville a week
ago from a north Florida
penal facility to be near
his son. The teen-ager
underwent an 11-hour
life-saving operation on
Monday.
"We plan to keep him
here as long as doctors
feel his presence helps
the boy," Thomas said.
The teen-ager from
Erin, Tenn., remained in
guarded but improved
condition, said Debbie
Meredith, a
spokeswoman at Vanderbilt Children's Hospital.
Denton said he visited
Friday with his son, who
underwent surgery Monday to remove a bleeding
portion of his esophagus.
The bleeding was one
complication from the
teen-ager's bout with the
spotted fever.
"He's doing great,"
Denton said. "His
kidneys are functioning
and his temperature is
gone ... He's still critically ill. But he's climbing
up the ladder."

HEAD
SUPPORT

Letters are being sent
to Gov. Lamar Alexander
and state Correction
Commissioner Harold
Bradley requesting that a
reciprocal transfer be arranged with Florida officials so Denton may remain in Tennessee,
Thomas said.
"I would consider it an
honor to serve the rest of
my time in Tennessee,"
said Denton, who appeared with Thomas at a
Friday afternoon news
conference in the
sheriff's office. "And
after I have paid the debt
I owe to society, whether
it be in Florida or Tennessee, I would like to
return here to live
While the process is being arranged, Thomas
said Denton would remain in Nashville at the
Metro Workhouse for at
least 10 days. The sheriff
said Florida officials
have set no timetable for
Denton's retqrn.
Denton is serving a
sentence for drug trafficking and firearms
charges at Lake Butler
Medical and Reception
Center. The transfer
from Florida to Tennessee would cost state
taxpayers no money,
Thomas said. Tennessee's reciprocal
transfer program has
been in effect about four
years.
Denton said he would
be "tickled to death" to
remain in Tennessee for
another week and added
he would be glad to
cooperate with the
transfer from Florida.

RADAR,
AUTOPILOT,
OTHER
ELECTIIONIC
EQUIPMENT

MACHINE GUN OR
CANNON IMILITARY
VERSION)

CONTROLS
ON HANOGRIP
600"
HARNESS

Oswalt new president

\rr
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CANARD
(ELEVATOR)

4.1111b::
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(LOW SPEED)
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WING
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LEG SUPPORT
•
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LANDING)

LARGE
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FLAP (EXTENDS
OUT FROM WING)

THIS IS THE HOMO AVIS iman-bird), a strap-on let plane that a real live human will someday fly when the concept being developed by the
weighing
Booster Technical Associates reaches the prototype stage in late summer for its maiden flight. Fabricated of super-light materials,
less than 100 pounds with a 13-foot wingspan. it will hit a top speed of 110 mph and have a 150 mile range on a 5 gallon fuel supply.

Future jet airplane could be human

There's even a gun- Mechanics, that would
Someday, a kid may work on an operational
version suggested come complete with
toting
ask his father,"What did prototype that is exyou do in the war, Dad- pected to fly later this for airborne commandos, autopilot and targetPopular seeking radar.
reports
dy?" And Daddy may summer.
answer: "I was a jet
The craft is apairplane."
propriately called Homo
It could happen. All you Avis (man-bird).
It
have to do, according to straps on your back like a
an article in the July
parachute, leaving both
Popular
of
issue
your hands free to
mechanics, is put on the operate controls on the
Work will begin this
Nashville, Tenn. — The
you
and
jet-powered wing
pistol-grip U.S. Army Corps of month and continue for
two
a
human
become
Nashville approximately one year.
handlebars. You take off Engineers,
airplane, soaring off into
vertically, level out into District, has awarded a The purpose of this work
the wild blue yonder at
horizontal flight as your contract to Florence and is to establish on the
better than 100 mph. I
of ground a visible, legal
Inc.,
speed increases, then sw- Hutcheson,
Strap-on wings have
ing upright again for a Paducah, Ky., to survey, property line around the
man
a
been
dream of
two-point landing on your monument and mark the lake.
the
ill-fated,
since
Property owners will
feet — just like a bird.
property line around
Icarus.
of
mythical flight
conThis
contacted, where
Barkley.
be
Lake
Requiring no runways,
Now, a young enginneer,
will include approx- possible prior to the
tract
stored
be
could
'the
craft
has'
Igor Dmitrowgky,
imately 120 miles of pro- survey and their input
come up with a modern on a garage wall and
perty almost exclusively and cooperation is enback
your
of
out
flown
in
version — the ultimate
couraged.
within Trigg County.
sophisticated technology yard. It could also come
obseraerial
for
handy
in
peobelieve
— that might just have a
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) "was led to
at
success. vation such as highway
— The Barren Circuit ple was going to be shot
patrol,
border
Court sentencing hearing waiting on the streets, Dmitrowsky's company, and
reconnaissance
military
him."
to
get
to
Technical
waiting
Booster
of convicted killer David
That fear led Skaggs to Associates,
Elmhurst, and wilderness rescue
Skaggs is scheduled to
to
confession
a
hard at work.
is
make
N.Y.,
currently
resume Monday after an
abbreviated session Fri- O'Dell and to KSP Detecselected dent Art Show.
Seventeen
tive Stan Harlow, Brown
day.
A wide range of media
State
Murray
pieces from
Shortly after the said.
are represented in the
permanent
University's
Skaggs said O'Dell proefense began its case
art collection are on selection, oil, ink, inriday, Circuit Judge mised him a life sentence
visit to a landfill and an display. in the Clara taglio, graphite, wood
FRANKFORT
Cass Walden recessed the If he confessed and was Training and certifica- examination will also be Eagle Gallery on the and
cast
bronze
hearing early because a furious when he found no tion sessions for Ken- included.
ceramics,
sculpture,
Price
the
of
floor
fourth
defense witness was deal could be made, tucky's sanitary landfill
Doyle Fine Arts Center at cloth, and a plastic and
Brown said.
Upon successful comunable to be in court.
Murray State through Ju- steel electric mechanism
operators have been set
pletion of the examinaA fellow prisoner
called "Popla" by a
ly 30.
by the state Department
will
operators
tion,
testified Friday that conThe show is intended as former Murray State art
for Natural Resources
receive certification from
victed murderer Skaggs
an introduction to the per- student, James "Ferg"
and Environmental Prothe state's Division of
showed little regret about
manent collection and Jenkins.
tection.
Waste Management.
the slayings of Herman
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
The permanent collecspecifically to showcase a
The sessions, which are
and May Matthews.
— A Kentucky life in- mandatory
A maximum of 40 par- number of works that tion plays an important
all
for
Skaggs showed some surance company will operators responsible for ticipants will be accepted have never been' ex- role in this area, said Bill
remorse for the killings pay the grandmother of a management and opera- for each session. Division hibited in the gallery.
Lew, co-director of the
"at first" but later was slain Muncie man $1,500 tional
gallery
and associate proaffected
all
urge
officials
by
pieces
Several
at
decisions
hostile "toward the situa- in benefits instead of the residential and contained operators to apply as former Murray State fessor of art. He describtion more than anything 80 cents originally awardlandfill sites, will be held soon as possible. A students and Purchase ed the collection as a
else," said Glasgow elec- ed, company officials at four regional locations. registration fee of $30 will Award winners are on cultural resource the
tronics technician James said Friday.
display, including Wes area would not otherwise
The sessions' schedule be charged.
Brown.
Indiana Insurance is: July 27-29, Western
Registration for the Mills' painting titled have and said it offers art
Brown was serving Commissioner Don H.
University, session will close on July "The Way to Luke's students a chance to see
Kentucky
time in the Barren Coun- Miller said ComPlace" and David S. S. genuine art works.
Bowling Green; Aug. 24- 14.
ty Jail when Skaggs was monwealth Life InThe
Clara
Eagle
mixed-media,
For additional informa- Davis'
Ramada Inn, London;
26,
held there during his trial surance Co. of Louisville,
to 4
open
is
a.m.
8
Gallery
for,
piece
application
three-dimensional
or
on,
tion
Sept. 21-23, Holiday Inn
for the May 1981 murders Ky., has agreed to pay
Oct. the training session, con- titled "Just Another p.m., Monday through
Lexington;
North,
in Barren County.
Daisy Cook the full value
26-28, Kentucky Dam tact the Operator Cer- World." Both are 1982 Friday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Skaggs, 31, was con- of the insurance policy
Park, tification Program, Divi- Purchase Award winners on Saturdays, and 1 to 3
State
victed, but the original she took out 20 years ago Village
sion of Waste Manage- in the annual jtuied Stu- p.m. on Sundays.
jury could not agree on a on her grandson, Keno Gilbertsville.
ment, Kentucky Departsessions
three-day
The
sentence, so the sentenc- Lewis.
Natural
for
ment
inwhich
topics
cover
will
Lewis, 21, was killed
ing phase of the trial is
Enand
Resources
waste
Kentucky
the
clude
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
being conducted again last Feb. 18 as he walked
vironmental Protection,
program,
management
with a new jury.
along a Muncie street.
FEELING WITH GENUINE
Road,
Reilly
developments 18
Brown testified in the His shooting caused landfill
40601;
Ky.,
Frankfort,
PARTS
first phase of the trial racial tension in the east and operational conTelephone (502)564-6716.
that Skaggs admitted the central Indiana com- siderations. An on-site
munity.
killings to him.
Mrs. Cook had been
He described Skaggs'
anger at the testimony of paying a dime a week for
William "Bubbie" the policy.
Commonwealth
Jackson, the man who
first suggested to police originally sent her a
at
1981 Buick Regal Limited
that Skaggs might have check for 80 cents to
cover the amount she had
been involved.
Brown and Beige vinyl roof, tan interiors,
"He was hot about paid in advance on the
50/50 seats, power seats, power winthat," Brown said. "He policy. Company
dows, power locks, tilt wheel, cruise consaid if he (Jackson) was spokesmen had said that
trol, AM/FM tape, wire wheel covers, like
there in jail he would because of a sincenew. 7,xxx miles.
abandoned clause exempmake some trouble."
Brown also was asked ting most homicides, she
753-2617
Sunday Morning Services and Dinner.
about the testimony of was not entitled to any
lrrS
a.y
former Kentucky State more.
Bro. Richard Holt will be the speaker at
Mu
ButCommonwealth
Police Detective Tim
2:00 and singing with: Neighbors,
O'Dell, who said he had chairman William. H.
made no promises or Davies Jr. said Friday
Bethel Chapel Choir, Gospelaires
deals with Skaggs when the company would pay
CIDITSIAL MOTORS RUM DIVISION
interrogating him.
the claim despite the exBrown said Skaggs clusion.

Border line for Lake Barkley
surveyed by Paducah company

Skaggs hearing to continue

Several pieces of collection
displayed in gallery thru July
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Sessions slated for operations

Grandmother
to get claim

Homecoming

Northside
Independent Church

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
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WILMORE, Ky. (AP)
— Asbury College has
reached into the faculty
of its sister institution,
Asbury Theological
Seminary, in selecting a
new president.
On Dec.31, John Newell
Oswalt will leave the
seminary and will serve
as president-elect of
Asbury College until the
acting president, C.R.
Hager, leaves next summer.
Oswalt, professor of
biblical languages and
literature at the
seminary, will succeed
Dennis F. Kinlaw, who
retired last Aug.31 after
13 years as Asbury's
president.
Kinlaw previously had
been a professor of Old
Testament at Asbury
Seminary, where Oswalt
had been one of his
students.
Oswalt was formally
selected at the board of
trustees' meeting
Wednesday.
Board Chairman
George Luce of Fort
Valley, Ga., said that
Oswalt "has the scholarly
qualifications, and he has
the strength and leadership we felt comfortable
with."
The college has about
1,200 students representing 40 states and several
foreign countries. About
12 percent are from Kentucky.
Asbury College and the

CORN-AUSTIN'S CLEARANCE SALE
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seminary operate independently of each
other, with separate
presidents and boards of
trustees. Both have a
strong Methodist flavor
but neither is supported
officially by the United
Methodist Church.
Oswalt, in a telephone
interview Thursday, said
the college's future looks
very bright because of its
"Christian commitment
that I think is vital to our
time."
"Small colleges are going to survive if they
know who they are and
pretty clearly what their
message is," Oswalt said.
He said one of his major concerns will be "to
secure an adequate endownment" for the college.
Oswalt earned his
bachelor's degree from
Taylor University in
Upland, Ind., and two
degrees from Asbury
Seminary. He has a
master's degree amd a
doctorate from Brandeis.
He is an ordained
United Methodist
minister and has been a
member of the Asbury
Seminary faculty since
1970.
Oswalt said that he had
been offered the nomination for the presidency
May 31. By the time the
board met Wednesday, he
and his wife "had decided
we would accept it."

Temperatures listed
By The Associated Press
Showers and thundershowers spread from the
Mississippi Valley and
the Gulf coast to the
Atlantic coast early today, while California and
Arizona enjoyed clear
skies.
Rain also fell in the northern Pacific coast, the
lower Great Lakes and
parts of Wyoming and
Montana. Partly cloudy
skies covered the rest of
the nation.
On Friday, heavy
thunderstorms produced
hail and tornadoes in
parts of Wyoming and
Colorado, where one man
was reported missing and
a baby was hospitalized
as the Cache La Poudre
River west of Greeley,
Colo.,overflowed.
Today, sunshine was
expected in Nevada, New
Mexico and from

southern California to
Colorado, while scattered
showers and
thunderstormi were expected from the lower
and middle Mississippi
Valley to the southern
and middle Atlantic
coast, on the Dakotas and
the northern and central
Pacific coast.
High were expected in
the 70s in a northern band
from New England to the
northwestern coast, with
a dip to the 60s over the
Great Lakes.
Temperatures were to
soar into the 90s in much
of Texas and into 100s
from southeast New Mexico to Southern California.
Elsewhere, highs were
expected in the 80s.
Temperatures around
the nation early today
ranged from 35 in Saulte
Ste. Marie, Mich., to 88 in
Phoenix, Ariz.

i
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CAREER...
BECOME AN ARMY NURSE
You'll be stepping into a world where you're
an accepted leader. The equal of other men
and women who have achieved the same level
of professional competence.
The Army offers a nurse a chance to specialize, to travel, to take on new responsibilities
and to develop valuable skills with exceptional benefits and financial compensation. Its a
place where you can make the most of your career. Few nursing opportunities offer as many
advantages as the ARMY NURSE CORPS.

Be an Army Nurse.
J. Skipper, RN or
Martha
CPT
SFC Carl A. Brown
(601)960-4947
P.O. Box 9186
Jackson, MS 39206
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We Will Be Closed All Day
Monday Preparing For This
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• The quality of a building
depends on the quality and experience
of the people who build it
We wish The Murray Ledger
& Times and its staff
much success toward the
growth of Murray.

Builders II, Inc.
Dan W. Miller

William C. Adams, Jr. P.E.

Danny . 'unn
Electric

Subcontractors

Rt. 6, Box 339A
Murray, Ky.
436-2372
Shane
Tidwell

Danny
Dunn

11411111•En••••••oupplipponspippposippor-7••••••
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am on i e ontrs.
Installation of
Tile & Marble
1623 Keenland
Murray, Ky.

753-9400

Midstates
Glass Co.

Siress Bros.
Plumbing & Heating

514 West Water
Mayfield, Ky.

Rt. 1 Box 16
Hardin, Ky.

Hwy. 80
Benton, Ky.

247-2281

437-4830

527-7327

Parker Paint, Inc.

ippounnomm.

Emerine
Excauating

Lassiter Plaster
Co., Inc.

P.O. Box 444
Murray, Ky.

601 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.

753-8986

Randy Thornton
Heating et Air
Conditioning Co.
802 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

P.O. Box 963
Murray, Ky.

753-5370

753-8181

753-7633

Jerry's Custom
Kitchen Cabinets &
Custom Woodworking

Bondi's Welding
& Steel Erection

Black's Decorating
Center, Inc.

1212 Main St.
" Murray, Ky.

Rt. S, Box 434 A-1
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.

753-5940

701 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
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753-0837
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COLORED PAPER
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753-0501
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Gingles & Harms
Architects
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We Are Proud To Be A
Part In The Construction
Of The Murray Ledger
And Times New Building!

•

Prefabricated
Exterior
Systems

II
Photographer Jennie Gordon and Staff Writer Duane Spurlock examine
some negatives for photos to be put in the paper.

Accustical
Ceilings

"Serving All Of West Ky."

LASSITER PLASTER
COMPANY INC.
OF MURRAY & PADUCAH
753-5370

BUSINESS"

Managing Editor Matt Sanders and Sports Editor Jim Rector consult
with each other about upcoming stories.

Design

Serving Western Ky. for 28 Years

Congratulations
We're Proud to be a part of Murray's Progress
.the
Ledger 8r Times Project.
and

•');" k

MovrEty native, Monty Jones, hood of Commercial Design of McKeown, Inc.,
discessos interior design with Walt Apperson, publisher of The Murray Ledger
end Timis.

Kent McClain, Mayfield native, pictured with Maft Sanders, managing editor
of The Murray Ledger and Times, assembling a "stetIcase" desk in the news
MOM.
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The Murray Ledger & Times Special Section

The Murray Ledger & Times Installed A Rockwell
Goss Community Press And Printed The First
Edition Feb. 27th, 1982

HAROLD HATMAKER from Goss Community Press Co., checks out the new
press.

R.J. McDOUGAL,press foreman for The Murray Ledger & Times,adjusts the
new press.

TED DELANEY, circulation and production
manager, and Sam Workman, lithographer, take
the first editions off the press.

ADMIRING the first edition are from left, Jo
Burkeen, Kate A. Reeves, J.B. Burkeen and Dave
Reeves.

BRIAN O'NEILI„ assistant pressman, checks a
copy of the first edition.

• (kr. r Ar,

s

-

CHECKING THE papers on the trial run on Feb. 28 were,from left Harold Hatmaker, Rainey Apper- _
son, R.J. McDougal and Walter Apperson, president and publisher of The Murray Ledger & Times.

A PHOTOGRAPHER catches the first editions corning off the
new press.

l (CI I liii II RR 1).ks.. HALER A TIMIE.%.Sattirila% . June 26.1982

The Murray Ledger & Times Special Section

TODAYS DREAM

1OMORROW8 REALITY

THRUUIr

OGRESS
We Are Proud
To Be A Concrete
Part Of The Murray
Ledger And Times
Advertising Salesman Dave Reeves files away some advertising
materials.

ITTS BLOCKS READY

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX

East Main

Murray

•••••••••

Circulation assistants Patricia Lovett and Deidra Folsom handle the
phone calls for their department.

753-3540

•

• ictured here is Shane Tidwell and Danny Dunn with Ted Delaney discussing final details of
the electrical work.

Ted Delaney, Shone Tidwell and Danny Dunn making a final inspection of the wiring in the
new building.
_

We're Proud ToBe A Part Of A "New Newspaper"
Munay Ledger & Times

Danny M. Ditnn's Electric
Danny Dunn

436-2372

Shane Tidwell
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"If The Job Makes Sawdust,
We Can Do The Job."

Cabinets and Tables for the
New Building from the
Front...

‘f,

• :‘,1

Jan Tabers in the front office

•••

4.

Rick Orr in advertising

Karen Birdsong in advertising

mposition

To the Middle...

Sherry Holt in news composition

Typesetters Vickie Holland and Kathy Cathey

To the Back.

Ray Mack Edwards and Kate Reeves in circulation

Donna Miller in the newspaper morgue

*Solid wood cabinets with raised panel
doors
*Birch *Oak •Walnut *Cherry
•Guncases - Bookcases
*Fireplace mantles
*Now kitchen cabinet tops "
*Custom Built Furniture
*Furniture Refinishing

Custom Kitchen Cabinets
& Custom Wood Working
1212 Main 753-5940 murroy, Kw.
f:
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The Murray Ledger & Times Special Section

eongratulations
To The Murray Ledger
and Times On The
Completion Of Your
New Building
irrriTr'
!..!

We Are Proud To Have
Constructed Your Parking Lot

EMERINE
EXCAVATION
153-8986

Lithographer Sam Workman gets ready to use the new process camera.

Murray, Ky.

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE BEEN THE SUPPLIER OF THE CAMERA AND PROCESSOR
FOR YOUR NEW DARKROOM

SAM WORKMAN prepares to shoot a page in the new process camera.

GARY BUCHANAN takes one of the page negatives from the automatic—
processor.
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Architect's Rendering Of The New Building, And. • •
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Chuck Woods, Loretta Jobs and Jim Williams

You can't have a building without land.
Through the combined talents sof Jim Williams selling agent, Loretta Jobs - Broker - Owner of
Century 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors and Chuck
Woods, listing agent; We closed the deal Sept.
23, 1981.

At the new Associated Press dish is Managing Editor Mott Sanders.

congratulations
Wray Ledger & Times

BOB TAYLOR, classified manager, checks out the classified ads
with Jan Tabers, classified editor, on the the Mycro-Tek terminal,
before sending them to the typesetter for the next day's edition. Two
terminals are used daily for classified ads.

JO BURKEEN, Murray Today editor, types copy on the Mycro-Tek terminal. Five terminals
are used in the newsroom of the daily newspaper each day.

THANKS FOR LETTING US BE A PART OF YOUR FUTURE

MY ROT TEK,INIC.

Ro

"The Front-end System Specialists"
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An empty lot at the
corner of Glendale and
Whitnell soon was turned into the location of
the new plant for the
Murray
Times.

Ledger &

WHAT A TEAM!
Mi!ierray Ledger 8c Times
The Murray Calloway Co.
Chamber of Commerce

(From left) Advertising Manager Rick Orr,
Managing Editor Matt Sanders, Circulation

Business Office Manager Alice Rouse meet
in the new building's conference room to

and Production Manager Ted Delaney and

discuss future plans for the newspaper.

Working in Murray
And Calloway County
For A
Better Tomorrow!

Thanks
for making
and Murray Appliance
A Part of the
New Murray Ledger
and Times
3

411
J
I1

44

We are happy to hove been a part of making the surroundings
of the new
Murray Ledger & Times pleasing to the eye.
WATCH US GROW

4

Jr

ri

edit

/
mipp•
EMPLOYEES, from left, Karen Birdsong,Kathy Cathey and
Vickie Holland use the new breakroom facilities and appliances from
Murray Appliance.

MURRAY APPLIANCE

Basiness Office Manages Alice
Rouse manages the financial books

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

for the newspaper.

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
2)2
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The Murray Ledger & Times Special Section

Assistant Pressman Brian
O'Neill, Press Foreman R.I.
McDougal and Circulation Assistant Gary Buchanan are in the
pressroom by the new Goss Community press.

Jones Landscaping workers have
been sowing gross around the new
building.

Pr

THANKS
We are Proud
To Be Part Of
The New
Murray Ledger & Times

And Doing The
Cleaning Service
CONGRATULATIONS
On The New
Building
VELINCIA MILLER
SERVICEMASTER PBM OF WESTERN KENTUCKY
P.O. Box 3211, Paducah, KY 42001
Murray Phone 502-753-4114
Benton Phone 502-354-6324
Professional Cleaning
Carpets, Furniture, Floors, Specialty Services
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